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Ford Madox Ford: An Introduction 
The first biography of Ford was published in 1948 under the title The Last Pre-
Raphaelite; the author, Douglas Goldring, had known Ford personally. Both Stella Bowen 
and Violet Hunt wrote about the man they had a relationship with, in Drawn From Life 
(1984) and The Flurried Years (1926) respectively. 1965 was the year in which Frank 
MacShane published Life and Works of Ford Madox Ford, and in 1971 Arthur Mizener 
published The Saddest Story: A Biography of Ford Madox Ford. 1980 was the year of 
Thomas G. Moser’s The Life and Fiction of Ford Madox Ford, and in 1991 Alan Judd 
appeared as the author of a biography (simply titled Ford Madox Ford), which is the main 
source of my brief overview. In 2012, Max Saunders published Ford’s latest biography, a 
book in two volumes entitled Ford Madox Ford: A Dual Life, which takes into account 
recently discovered papers.
1
 More biographical studies will be listed at the end of the 
dissertation. 
Ford Hermann Hueffer was born on the 17
th
 December 1873 in Merton, Surrey. His 
father was a German intellectual, with a Roman Catholic background. He was also a 
francophile, a trait he passed on to his son. The latter was named Ford because of his 
maternal grandfather, Ford Madox Brown, the famous Pre-Raphaelite painter (who was 
born in France, and was himself a francophile). His mother, Catherine, had been an artist 
and was a very intelligent and cultivated woman. The Brown family was related with the 
Rossettis, because William Rossetti, brother to Christina and Dante Gabriel, had married 
Catherine’s sister Lucy, and as a young boy Ford was educated and often spent time with 
his Rossetti cousins.
2
 
                                                 
1
 AA VV, “Ford Madox Ford”, in Concise Dictionary of British Literary Biography: Contemporary 
Writers, edited by Matthew Joseph Bruccoli, Gale Research, vol. 5, Late Victorian and Edwardian 
Characters, p. 109, and A. Judd, Ford Madox Ford, London, HarperCollins, 1991, p. 451. 
2
 Judd, op. cit., p. 13. 
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His father was an atheist, but Ford developed an interest in Roman Catholicism, and 
was baptized in Paris in 1892. Nonetheless, he was ambiguously religious: he was always 
critical towards matters of faith and, apparently, went to church only when he was in 
France and Germany. He married an Anglican woman, and late in his life lived with a Jew; 
on his deathbed, he refused to see a priest and to receive the last rites.
3
 
When he was young, he was very close to his maternal grandfather, and he and his 
brother Oliver went to live with him after their father’s untimely death. Ford Madox 
Brown taught him to «[b]eggar yourself rather than refuse assistance to any one whose 
genius you think shows promise of being greater than your own».
4
 Generosity, self-
effacement and sacrifice were to be mingled in him with great editorial skills, that made of 
him one of the greatest editors and talent scouts of his time.
5
 
Ford began writing at a very young age, and was a very prolific author, so it is not 
surprising that the quality of his books is uneven.
6
 His first works included three fairy 
stories (The Brown Owl, The Feather and The Queen Who Flew, followed in 1906 by the 
collection Christina’s Fairy Book), a novel, The Shifting of the Fire (a book about the 
destructiveness of passion, a theme originally derived from Rossetti and the Pre-
Raphaelites but that was to recur in all his work), and a collection of poems, The Questions 
at the Well, published under pseudonym; all these were published between 1891 and 
1894.
7
 
His main literary achievement of this period is a volume of descriptive history, The 
Cinque Ports. Published in 1900, it betrays the author’s early interest in analysing the 
English country and his people, an attitude that would have his greatest fulfilment in the 
                                                 
3
 Ibidem, pp. 12-9 and p. 441. 
4
 F. M. Hueffer, Ancient Lights and Certain New Reflections: Being the Memories of a Young Man, 
London, Chapman and Hall, 1911, p. 198. 
5
 Ibidem, p. 30, and Concise DLBL, cit., pp. 112-3. 
6
 K. Young, Ford Madox Ford, London/New York/Toronto, Longmans, Green & Co., 1956, p. 7. 
7
 Judd, op. cit., pp. 33, 36-7 and 18. 
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trilogy England and the English (1905-7). It is a historical description of the five English 
towns that formed the ancient Confederation of the Cinque Ports, but it had also literary 
ambitions. Another important work of Ford’s early period, attesting his love for his 
recently-deceased grandfather, is Ford Madox Brown’s biography.8 
In 1894, at the age of twenty, Ford married the seventeen-year-old Elsie Martindale, 
and they went to live in the Sussex countryside, where they made the acquaintance of, 
among others, Stephen Crane, H. G. Wells, Arthur Marwood and – most notably – Joseph 
Conrad.
9
 
Ford met Conrad in September 1898, and the two men influenced, supported and 
wrote to each other until Conrad died, in 1924 (he was 41 when they met, while Ford was 
only 24). They collaborated on three books, The Inheritors (1901), Romance (1903) and 
The Nature of a Crime (published in 1924, but written between 1906 and 1909). It was in 
particular Ford who helped Conrad in many ways, economically and morally, promoting 
his work and helping him with the English language; but it was Conrad’s influence that 
allowed Ford to emancipate from the Pre-Raphaelite style and develop a more modern 
writing. Their collaboration did not perhaps produce great literature, but their discussions 
and experimentation on literary techniques were to provide the basis for the development 
of Modernist literature.
10
 
From the very beginning of his career, Ford was concerned with the matters of the 
novel and its way of portraying reality.
11
 Having grown up in non-conformist family that 
                                                 
8
 Ibidem, pp. 48, 91, 18. 
9
 Ibidem, pp. 44-128. 
10
 Ibidem, pp. 62-8 and 80-7, Concise DLBL, op. cit., p. 114, G. Smith, Ford Madox Ford, New 
York/London, Columbia University Press, 1972, pp. 11-5, Young, op. cit., pp. 12-3, V. Fortunati, Ford 
Madox Ford. Teoria e tecnica narrativa, Bologna, Patron, 1975, pp. 26-7. It was Conrad who asked Ford for 
his help, as it is recalled by the latter in Thus to Revisit: «It is, say, twenty-two years and six months since, 
about Michaelmas, 1897, I received from Mr. Conrad a letter in which, amazingly, he asked me to 
collaborate with him», Hueffer, Thus to Revisit. Some Reminiscences, New York, E. P. Dutton and Company, 
1921, pp. 26-7. 
11
 Smith, op. cit., p. 4. 
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gave him a continental education, he was critical towards the contemporary London 
literary establishment; later, through the collaboration with Conrad, he committed to 
creating a modern novel that would be as true as possible to reality. He saw English novels 
as antiquated, excessively didactic and moralizing, and English novelists as more 
concerned in defending obsolete and anachronistic moral values than in creating a 
believable and realistic portrait of life.
12
 He exposed his views on the matter in his private 
correspondence as well as in various essays and (auto)biographical accounts, namely 
Ancient Lights and Certain New Reflections (1911, re-published the same year under the 
title of Memories and Impressions), The Critical Attitude (1911, a collection of articles 
published in the literary review he directed in 1908-9, The English Review), the critical 
biography Henry James (1914), Thus to Revisit (1921), Joseph Conrad. A Personal 
Remembrance (1924), The English Novel (1929), Return to Yesterday (1931), It Was the 
Nightingale (1933), Provence (1935), Portraits from Life (1937) and The March of 
Literature (1938). 
Ford exposed the ideas that were adopted and elaborated during the collaboration 
with Conrad mainly in Joseph Conrad: A Personal Remembrance, a reminiscence in the 
form of a novel and a literary essay,
13
 written in a very short time after the death of his 
friend, and in the article “Techniques”, published in 1939 in the American Southern 
Review. It contains a detailed account of their achievements and discussions, and therefore 
we will presently give a brief analysis of it, although its publication is chronologically 
distant from the actual period of their collaboration. 
                                                 
12
 F. MacShane, “Introduction” to Critical Writings of Ford Madox Ford, Lincoln, University of 
Nebraska Press, 1964, pp. x-xi. 
13
 In the author’s own words, Joseph Conrad «is a novel, not a monograph; a portrait, not a narration: 
for what it shall prove to be worth, a work of art, not a compilation», Ford, “Preface” to Joseph Conrad. A 
Personal Remembrance, London, Duckworth & Co., 1924, p. 6. 
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The novel is at the centre of their discussion on literature, as the introduction of the 
essay clearly states: 
 
according to our view of the thing, a novel should be the biography of a man or of an 
affair, and a biography whether of a man or of an affair should be a novel, both being, 
if they are efficiently performed, renderings of such affairs as are our human lives.
14
 
 
Both authors saw the novel as the modern form of literature, «indispensable», as 
Ford wrote later in The English Novel, «to the understanding of life»
15
, but also 
acknowledged the necessity to find a «New Form» that would portray reality in the most 
truthful, clear way possible. «We agreed», wrote Ford, «that the writing of novels was the 
one thing of importance that remained to the world and that what the novel needed was the 
New Form»; the problem of the English novel was that it was too artificial and far from 
reality, because 
 
it went straight forward, whereas in your gradual making acquaintanceship with your 
fellows you never do go straight forward. You meet an English gentleman at your golf 
club. He is beefy, full of health, the moral of the boy from an English Public School of 
the finest type. You discover, gradually, that he is hopelessly neurasthenic, dishonest 
in matters of small change, but unexpectedly self-sacrificing, a dreadful liar but a most 
painfully careful student of lepidoptera and, finally, from the public prints, a bigamist 
who was once, under another name, hammered on the Stock Exchange… Still, there 
he is, the beefy, full-fed fellow, moral of an English Public School product. To get 
such a man in fiction you could not begin at his beginning and work his life 
chronologically to the end. You must first get him in with a strong impression, and 
then work backwards and forwards over his past.... That theory at least we gradually 
evolved.
16
 
 
The modern novel had therefore to be built on impressions, a procedure that leads 
inevitably to a fragmented, non-chronological form. The idea that only a fragmented novel 
could aptly represent a fragmented world had already been expressed by Henry James in 
                                                 
14
 Ibidem, p. 5-6. 
15
 Ford, The English Novel, From the Earliest Days to the Death of Joseph Conrad, 
Philadelphia/London, J. B. Lippincott Co., 1929, p. 8. 
16
 Id., Joseph Conrad, cit., pp. 36 and 130 (my emphasis). 
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the essay The Art of Fiction.
17
 James in fact anticipated many of the ideas expressed by 
Ford and Conrad, as attested by Ford himself in his essay Henry James: A Critical Study, 
where James was defined «the greatest writer now living» and the model of the 
«impersonal writer».
18
 Ford declared that he was flattered to be “accused” of «imitating the 
brother of William James»,
19
 and that he was influenced by his novel What Maisie Knew 
when he started to elaborate the structure of Some Do Not.
20
 
Ford and Conrad developed the idea of a fragmented narration into a consistent 
theory that was known as Impressionism: 
 
[w]e accepted without much protest the stigma: “Impressionists” that was thrown at 
us. In those days Impressionists were still considered to be bad people: Atheists, Reds, 
wearing red ties with which to frighten householders. But we accepted the name 
because […] we saw that Life did not narrate, but made impressions on our brains. 
We in turn, if we wished to produce on you an effect of life, must not narrate but 
render... impressions.
21
 
  
In order to guarantee a sense of reality, a novel’s structure should «convey a sense of 
inevitability»; in other words, «that which happens in it must seem to be the only thing that 
could have happened». Every action must be justified, there has to be a past, a motivation 
for every character (if not written on the page, at least clear in the author’s mind); this 
leads naturally to the principle that a novelist should not propagandise or defend the view 
of one character over the other, because each view has to be justified; even if there is a 
moral view, it must not be evident for the reader to see.
22
 The author has therefore to be 
                                                 
17
 H. James, The Art of Fiction, and Other Essays, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1948, pp. 5-6. 
18
 Ford, Henry James. A Critical Study, New York, A. and C. Boni, 1915, pp. 15 and 22. He also 
referred to him as «the Master», Id., Portraits from Life: Memories and Criticism of Henry James, Joseph 
Conrad, Thomas Hardy, H.G. Wells, Stephen Crane, D.H. Lawrence, John Galsworthy, Ivan Turgenev, W.H. 
Hudson, Theodore Dreiser, A.C. Swinburne, Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1937, p. 1. 
19
 Letter to Edgar Jepson (28 October 1910), in Richard M. Ludwig (ed.), Letters of Ford Madox 
Ford, Princeton University Press, 1965, p. 45. 
20
 His intentions were to write «an imaginary war-novel on the lines of What Maisie Knew», Id., It 
Was the Nightingale, London, Lippincott, 1933, p. 162.  
21
 Ford, Joseph Conrad, cit., p. 182 (my emphasis). 
22
 Ibidem, pp. 204-11 and “Techniques”, The Southern Review, July 1935, I, pp. 33-4. Ford frequently 
lamented «the moral atmosphere of these Islands» and the modern writers’ attempt to improve their 
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detached from his characters, as the master of his own creation; and “Creator” is indeed a 
term used by Ford in his critical writings, especially regarding Flaubert’s conception of art 
and artist. The French novelist in fact «preached the doctrine of the novelist as Creator 
who should have a Creator’s aloofness, rendering the world as he sees it, uttering no 
comments, falsifying no issues and carrying the subject – the Affair – he has selected for 
rendering, remorselessly out to its logical conclusion».
23
 As an editor, Ford criticised the 
lack of such aloofness and reminded John Galsworthy in a letter that «you […] are miles 
above any of the characters you create; you must be, or you could not create them».
24
 
The need for an objective narration (to be balanced with the inherent subjectivity of 
perception), as Ford’s article “Techniques” testifies, was satisfied with the implementation 
of a solution first devised by Henry James: to put the novel «into the mouth of a narrator – 
who must be limited by probability as to what he can know of the affair that he is 
adumbrating». Conrad evolved this convention first, by creating «a Marlow who should 
narrate, in presentation, the whole story of a novel just as, without much sequence or 
pursued chronology»; Ford adopted the same technique with Dowell in the novel The 
Good Soldier (1915). This “unreliable” narrator, as Wayne C. Booth labels it,25 makes the 
reader’s work in deciphering the truth of the events harder.26 
                                                                                                                                                    
audience’s moral instead of focusing on the artistic effect, see the letter written in 1901 7:13 PMto Edward 
Garnett reprinted in Ludwig, Letters of Ford Madox Ford, cit., p. 15. 
23
 My emphasis. Flaubert developed the theory that a novel should not narrate a tale but report an 
Affair in a historical fashion. The common reader’s desire for finality would be frustrated by the lack of a 
plotted design that would lead the hero or the heroine to their happy ending; such desire is seen by Ford as 
dangerous to the intellect as superstition. This leads naturally to the death of the hero, for «[i]f you no longer 
allow yourself to take sides with your characters you will begin very soon to see that such a thing as a hero 
does not exist». The author of Madame Bovary was criminally prosecuted for being immoral and subversive 
under the government of Napoleon III, only because he did not write an edifying romance with a happy 
ending for his heroine. See Ford, The English Novel, op. cit., pp. 15-8. On Flaubert see also Id., 
“Techniques”, op. cit., pp. 20-35. 
24
 Ludwig, op. cit., p. 12. 
25
 W. C. Booth, A Rhetoric of Irony, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1974, pp. 57-67. 
26
 Ford, “Techniques”, cit., p. 33. See also Fortunati, op. cit., pp. 83-5. 
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Ford and Conrad also discussed other aspects of the novel, such as style: the style of 
the novel had to serve only one purpose, «to make work interesting».
27
 The abuse of 
«disjointed sentences, over-used words, monotonous or jog-trot cadences» does not interest 
the reader’s mind, but tires it. If a novelist focuses on «make the reader marvel at the user’s 
erudition, […] he ceases to consider the story and an impression of vagueness or length is 
produced on his mind». Thus, a novel must not be made only by «[a] succession of 
impressions of vagueness and length», and least of all an author should choose the quality 
and the disposition of his words only to show his cleverness and knowledge: humility is 
«the first lesson that an author has to learn». «We», wrote Ford, «talked and wrote a 
Middle-High-English of as unaffected a sort as would express our thoughts. And that was 
all that there really was to our ‘style’».28 
Other elements they discussed concerned the «general effect» of the novel (which 
«must be the general effect that life makes on mankind», therefore not «a narration, a 
report» but a series of impressions),
29
 the selection of those impressions and the 
importance of conversation and speeches (in order to create «genuine conversations, […] 
no speech of one character should ever answer the speech that goes before it»), and to 
arrange these elements in order to arouse and keep the interest of the reader through 
surprise («[w]e agreed that the one quality that gave interest to Art was the quality of 
surprise»).
30
  
                                                 
27
 Ford, Joseph Conrad, cit., p. 193. This assertion echoes James’s: «The only obligation to which in 
advance we may hold a novel […] is that it be interesting», James, The Art of Fiction, cit., p. 8.  
28
 Ford, Joseph Conrad, cit., pp. 193-7. In a letter to H.G. Wells concerning Elizabethan style and 
language, he explained that «what we want is to use our vernacular so skillfully that words, precious or 
obsolete, will not stick out & impede a reader» (1903), reprinted in Ludwig, Letters of Ford Madox Ford, 
cit., p. 18. 
29
 In a similar fashion, James contended that a novelist should write from his experience, unless by 
“experience” one means «an immense sensibility, a kind of huge spider-web of the finest silken threads 
suspended in the chamber of consciousness, and catching every air-borne particle in its tissue. It is the very 
atmosphere of the mind». He added that «[i]f experience consists of impressions, it may be said that 
impressions are experience», James, The Art of Fiction, cit.,  pp. 10-1. 
30
 Ford, Joseph Conrad, cit., pp. 182-93. 
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They disagreed on two topics, specifically cadence and prosody, and language. 
Regarding the former, Ford maintained that «everyone has a natural cadence of his own 
from which in the end he cannot escape», while «Conrad held that a habit of good cadence 
could be acquired by the study of models» (first of all, in his case, Flaubert).
31
 As far as 
language is concerned, Ford declared that Conrad despised English both as a prose and a 
poetic language, because, in his opinion, «no English word is a word: […] all English 
words are instruments for exciting blurred emotions», without «clean edges», while 
Conrad desired above all «limpidity».
32
 
They also developed the concept of the progression d’effet («words for which there 
is no English equivalent»). Since the structure of the story is tight and everything is 
necessary, everything that is written on the page should carry the story forward, faster and 
more intensely as the novels progress.
33
 
The actual application of those principles in the novels they wrote together did not 
prove very successful. Reviews of The Inheritors were unfavourable in general, claiming 
for example that a reader would feel «cheated» if he expected to read something similar to 
The Nigger of the Narcissus, and also failed to mention Ford as a collaborator.
34
 Romance 
was not acclaimed by critics either.
35
 
In the first decade of the XX century, Ford also wrote three critical biographies about 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1902), Hans Holbein (1905) and the Pre-Raphaelites (1907), two 
collection of poems (The Face of the Night, 1904, and From Inland and Other Poems, 
1907), various novels (such as The Benefactor, 1905 and An English Girl, 1907), and most 
                                                 
31
 Ibidem, pp. 200-1. 
32
 Ibidem, pp. 211-5. 
33
 Ibidem, pp. 210-1. Ford mentions this concept in his letter written to John Galsworthy in October 
1900, reprinted in Ludwig, op. cit., p. 13. 
34
 Anonymous, The New York Times Saturday Review, 13 July 1901, p. 49, quoted in MacShane, Ford 
Madox Ford. The Critical Heritage, Boston-London, Routledge and K. Paul, 1972,  p. 20. 
35
 The anonymous reviewer of the New York Bookman stated that «[f]rom such a collaboration it is 
likely that Mr. Conrad will get whatever there is of honour and Mr. Hueffer whatever there is of blame», The 
Bookman, xix, August 1904, p. 544. 
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importantly the trilogy England and the English (1905-7) and the Tudor or the Fifth Queen 
trilogy (1906-8). 
England and the English was the collective name under which three volumes The 
Soul of London (1905), The Heart of the Country (1906) and The Spirit of the People 
(1907). In these books, he observes the people, the city and the whole country with a 
sympathetic eye;
 36
 along with the Tudor trilogy, those books helped consolidate his 
reputation as an author. The Soul of London was in fact the first successful book published 
by Ford.
37
 
The Tudor trilogy, whose instalments appeared in 1906, 1907 and 1908, were 
historical novels generally praised by the critics. His work was applauded because it 
avoided the hollow and ridiculous romanticism «of the too well-known writers of 
roistering, gushful romance», combining «the qualities of historical romance with those of 
the modern schools of realists and psychological novelists».
38
 Another reviewer, on the 
other hand, found it lacking in «matter and style» and defined «the mixture of fact and 
fiction […] a folly», pointing out the supposed «author’s incapacity for writing plain 
English».
39
 Ford had actually developed a critical theory about how an historical novelist 
should approach his task. Believing, as we have already pointed out, that the aim of 
novelist is to make the reader feel part of what he reads, he found the task of the historical 
novelist more difficult, because he is thorn between representing the fact as it is reported 
by historians, and what actually happened, that is to say the truth of the events, that no one 
really knows. In the end, he believed that historical novels are more effective than 
historiography because they give their readers a sense of participation, a «vicarious 
                                                 
36
 Judd, op. cit., pp. 122-7 and 140-8. 
37
 MacShane, “Introduction” to Ford Madox Ford. The Critical Heritage, op. cit., pp. 5-6, Smith, op. 
cit., p. 17. 
38
 R.A. Scott-James, review of The Fifth Queen Crowned, Daily News, 26 March 1908, p. 4. 
39
 Anonymous, review of The Fifth Queen Crowned, Academy, lxxiv, 9 May 1908, p. 776. 
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experience», to use his words.
40
 Ford studied accurately the Tudor period and the writings 
and thoughts of Henry VIII and Thomas Cromwell, and applied the impressionist 
technique in the narration, using details and superficial elements to convey moods, tones 
and deeper significance. The successful employment of this technique, defined “objective” 
by Meixner because of its concreteness, linear narration of details and absence of time-
shifts, is matched on the language point of view by a naturally conveyed Tudor English, a 
language without any artificial quality, natural and fluid.
41
  
In 1909, a crisis of Ford’s marriage led to his estrangement from Elsie, and the 
friendship with Conrad suffered from the situation because of Conrad’s wife disapproval of 
their friend’s conduct.42 
The autobiographical aspect in Ford’s writing has been often pointed out, sometimes 
inappropriately, causing him to affirm that «I never have written a book that has not by 
someone or other been called autobiography».
43
 It is hard, however, not to see a shadow of 
Ford in Moffat, the protagonist of the novel The Benefactor (1905), patron, helper and 
supporter of a series of ungrateful artists. His goodwill in helping the cause of literature 
was seldom matched with public recognition or financial reward; such is the case of The 
English Review, the literary magazine he founded in 1908 with his friend Arthur Marwood. 
Marwood came from a noble family of landowners and was a promising 
mathematician, although he never graduated from Cambridge due to his health problems. 
A very formal and morally upright man, he followed the rules of propriety very strictly. He 
was to be a lifelong influence and the basis for the construction of a recurring type of 
character in Ford’s fiction, a combination of «Marwood’s intelligence, common sense, 
knowledge, […] shapelessness and ability […] with Fordian sensitivity, and Ford’s feudal 
                                                 
40
 Smith, op. cit., pp. 24-5. 
41
 Judd, op. cit., pp. 157-63, and Smith, p. 25. 
42
 Judd, op. cit., p. 196, and Smith, op. cit., p. 16. 
43
 Letter to H.G. Wells (20 November 1908), in Ludwig, op. cit., p. 28. 
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Toryism with Marwood practical paternalism». The most successful literary embodiments 
of Marwood in Ford’s production are probably Edward Ashburnham in The Good Soldier 
and Christopher Tietjens in Parade’s End.44 
The English Review is generally regarded as one of the most important magazines in 
its field.
45
 Through it, Ford had the occasion both to promote young talents such as D. H. 
Lawrence, and to publish established and successful writers, such as Thomas Hardy, H. G. 
Wells, Arnold Bennett, John Galsworthy, and Henry James. Due to a series of 
misunderstandings and disagreements, which eventually caused Ford to pay contributors 
out of his own pocket, the first year of the magazine’s life (corresponding to his editorship) 
was an economical loss. Ford’s letters witness the financial decline to which he tried to put 
an end in 1909, when he «considered that [he] had spent enough money on English 
literature and my friends»;
46
 for a period, he hoped to sell the magazine to a company 
founded by his brother-in-law David Soskice, which would have allowed him to retain his 
position as editor, but in the end the Review was sold out of the family and he was 
dismissed.
47
 
The English Review, although not avant-garde, was one of the most eminent literary 
establishments of those times, and Ford founded and edited it «for the love of literature & 
without an idea of advancement or any profit at all for myself».
48
 Ford contributed to the 
review also with a series of literary essays later collected in The Critical Attitude. In the 
introduction, he declares the «purposes» and «ends» of the Review: 
 
Its end – as far as its original purpose was concerned – was peace, though in its old 
shape and with a spirit much more beloved it flourishes like a blue bay tree. Its 
purposes were several, chief amongst these being the furthering of a certain school of 
                                                 
44
 Ibidem, pp. 104-6 and 150. 
45
 Judd, op. cit., pp. 165-6. 
46
 Letter to R.A. Scott-James (January? 1910), in Ludwig, op. cit., p. 39. 
47
 Judd, op. cit., pp. 164 and 192. 
48
 Letter to Edward Garnett (1909?), in Ludwig, op. cit., p. 31. 
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literature and of a certain tone of thought. […] [The Review] set out to enjoin upon the 
Englishman a critical attitude.
49
 
 
To Ford, the “critical attitude” in literary criticism implied being in a position of 
aloofness, at «such a distance to view the things that are around us» and look them «in the 
face» (and «nothing is more difficult, nothing is more terrible» than that). Only thus can 
any criticism be valid and constructive.
50
 
The essays collected in the volume deal with the situation of literature in those days. 
In “The Function of the Arts in the Republic”, he states that the little importance accorded 
in modern England to Arts derives from the fact that they were not «concerned with Truth» 
and «the life that we really live»;
51
 in “English Literature of To-Day”, having defined the 
difference between «the writer of the commercial book and the writer of a book which 
shall be a work of art», he debates the value of such writers as George Eliot and Anthony 
Trollope,
52
 and lists among the notable non-commercial writers Granville Barker, John 
Galsworthy and G. B. Shaw.
53
 He also places Conrad and James in the great European 
tradition of the novel, and underlines in particular their French influences; he also calls 
them «both poets because each of their phrases suggests something more than it actually 
expresses».
54
 In “The Passing of the Great Figure”, he discusses why there are no more 
«great, romantic and glorious» figures in modern times – just like, as he complains in 
“Modern Poetry”, there is no «figure of the great poet».55 The essay “The Two Shilling 
Novel” is a survey on the current state of the world of letters in England; he attributes to 
the spreading of the «half-penny papers» the desolating conditions of literature and the 
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small prestige writers have in society.
56
 Finally, in “The Woman of the Novelists” he 
mocks the way some eighteenth-century novelists portrayed «the average woman», making 
her «incapable of humour, steadfastness, virtue or reticence», and bringing on the other 
hand the examples of Flaubert and Turgenev.
57
 
The end of his editorship of The English Review coincided with the ultimate collapse 
of his marriage. His wife Elsie brought him to court for the violation of her conjugal rights, 
after a scandal involving his mistress, Violet Hunt, had exploded. He actually spent eight 
days in prison, after which he moved to South Lodge, Hunt’s house.58 
Ford had previously attempted to acquire a German citizenship in order to marry 
Violet in Germany. Now, with the premonition of future hostility, he acknowledged that, 
as a German citizen, he would have been seen as a traitor in England, while in Germany he 
would have been forced to fight against France; he thus gave up this option. 
While he ran the Review, he made the acquaintance of Ezra Pound, with whom he 
began a friendship that survived their contrasting political views (Ford was apolitical and 
strongly anti-totalitarian),
59
 based on the mutual conception of a poetry made of unadorned 
language. They influenced each other, and parallelisms have been drawn between Ford’s 
Provence (1935) and Pound’s Cantos (published in his various sections between 1924 and 
1969).
60
 Despite their character differences and their slightly dissimilar literary opinions 
(Futurists regarded Impressionism as antiquate),
61
 their views converged on some points. 
As Ford put it, «myself and Ezra […] are vital because of a certain large carelessness, 
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generosity – and scrupulous attention to words as means of intercommunication between 
man and man».
62
 
The years before the war were a difficult period for Ford, because of the problematic 
life with Violet, the alienation from his friends Conrad and Marwood and from his two 
children, his health problems and his developing drinking habit. He lacked financial 
security, and wanted «most of all stability».
63
 His works were not selling well, and he was 
forced to write a great amount of books at a fast pace, even publishing under pseudonyms, 
and to deal with various publishers in England and in the United States. Reviews were 
generally not enthusiastic, because critics failed to appreciate his writing and what he was 
trying to achieve.
64
 
His memoirs Ancient Lights and Certain New Reflections (published in New York 
under the title Memories and Impressions) were issued in 1911, the same year as the novel 
Ladies Whose Bright Eyes; in the following years, he published a considerable amount of 
novels. He wrote the suffragette pamphlet This Monstrous Regiment of Women (he defined 
himself «an ardent, […] an enraged suffragette»),65 and a critical monograph on Henry 
James (1914). Ford had met James in 1896 and remained in contact with him until at least 
1913, even if his break-up with Elsie put a strain on their friendship.
66
 As we have already 
mentioned, Ford was an ardent admirer of James, and his 1913 biography of the American 
writer opened with the statement: 
 
Let me say at once that I regard the works of Mr. Henry James as those most worthy 
of attention by the critics most worthy of attention of all the work that is to-day 
pouring from the groaning presses of continents. In saying this I conceal for the 
moment my private opinion which doesn’t in the least matter to anyone, though it is an 
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opinion that can hardly be called anything but mature that Mr. James is the greatest of 
living writers and in consequence, for me, the greatest of living men.
67
 
 
In this essay, he distinguished James from other modern writers and their «botched 
and amateurish production», defining him «incomparable whether amongst novelists or 
historians» because of his age, his prolificacy, his vast range of subjects and the way he 
faithfully portrays reality in his fiction.
68
 Despite Ford’s knowledge of Henry James’s 
fiction and of James himself, the book was dismissed by critics; it was considered «raw 
and […] uninformed», and a display of an implausible theory of criticism.69 
Also in 1914, Ford published two articles “On Impressionism”, that summarize the 
literary method he helped to establish during his collaboration with Conrad and in his own 
career; there, he defines Impressionism as «the record of the recollection in your mind of a 
set of circumstances that happened ten years ago – or ten minutes». He stresses the 
importance of creating a believable illusion, and to interest the reader in order to make him 
believe in that illusion. He also draws parallelisms between Impressionism and other 
currents, like Futurism and Imagism, but with some important differences: an artist, he 
writes, should not address himself to other artists, as many movements of those times 
asserted, but «to those who are not preoccupied».
70
 
In the dedicatory letter to Stella Ford,
 71
 written in 1927, Ford called his perhaps most 
famous novel, The Good Soldier, his «Great Auk’s Egg», defining it his best work so far, 
and possibly the last novel he would ever write, for «London at least and possibly the 
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world appeared to be passing under the dominion of writers newer and much more 
vivid».
72
 
Composed in 1914 and published the year after, The Good Soldier was written in a 
difficult period of the author’s life, to which the gloominess and helplessness that permeate 
the novel can be related. The novel, whose original title was The Saddest Story, narrates 
the story of two couples, Edward Ashburnham (the eponymous “good soldier”) and his 
wife Leonora, and John Dowell (who was to became the epitome of the unreliable narrator) 
and his wife Florence. They are all «good people», but none of their relationships with one 
another is quite what it seems. Beneath its polite surface, society is actually «a prison full 
of screaming hysterics»,
73
 and the hypocrisy and egotism of its members leads eventually 
to disgrace, unhappiness, and suicide.
74
 
This novel displays virtually all of Ford’s reflections on the matter of technique and 
style. The chronological order of the story, told in retrospective by Dowell to a «silent 
listener», is disrupted, because the narrator reports the events as he remembers them, when 
he remembers them, and what he states is not always what really happened; this method 
serves both the functions of creating suspense and of adding credibility to the story.
75
 
Graham Greene defined the book «a study of the way memory works», and pointed out 
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that, with The Good Soldier, «Ford triumphantly found his true subject»: the English 
gentleman, «the “black and merciless thing” that lies beneath that façade».76 
The Good Soldier is one of Ford’s most famous novels and is now widely regarded 
not only as one of his finest achievements, but as one of the masterpieces of modern 
literature; it was not appreciated as such when it first appeared, also because it was 
published during the war.
77
 If Rebecca West, one of Ford’s most sympathetic critics and 
supporters, defined it a work of «extreme beauty and wisdom, […] clever as the novels of 
Mr. Henry James are clever», ambitious and inspired, American novelist and journalist 
Theodore Dreiser emphasized instead the vacuity of Dowell and his being unrealistic as an 
American.
78
 Another (positive) review in The New York Times Book Review defined the 
narrative «odd [and] rambling» due to time shifts, but it acknowledged that «the author’s 
main concern is with the psychology of his characters, while reviewers of The Boston 
Transcript and The Independent found the plot feeble and the technique careless.
79
 
Negative criticism generally described the novel as unrealistic and morbid.
80
 
When the war began, Ford agreed to write propagandistic pamphlets about Prussia 
and France, respectively When Blood is Their Argument: An Analysis of Prussian Culture 
and Between St. Dennis and St. George (1915). The Impressionist technique was 
temporarily abandoned to produce these two factual, documented essays, whose reception 
was controversial.
81
 When Germany invaded Belgium, Ford’s German surname (Hueffer) 
made him the target of unpleasant rumours; some of them originated by Violet’s friends, 
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and his reluctance to give them up was, according to a letter written by Ford to Masterman, 
what definitely brought their relationship to an end.
82
 
Ford’s decision to join the Army during the war was due to many reasons: he wanted 
to atone, in a sense, for his German ancestry, but he also wanted to show his patriotism and 
sense of duty. Besides, it was an opportunity to escape a difficult domestic situation, as the 
“marriage” with Violet was collapsing. 83  He announced his enrolling in the Third 
Battalion, Welch Regiment in a letter to his friend Lucy Masterman:
84
 «You may like to 
know that I went round to the W[ar] O[ffice] after seeing you and got thrown into a 
commission in under a minute – the quickest process I have ever known».85 
The Battalion was sent to Belgium. It was a mostly uneventful period («It is 
extraordinarily quiet here, compared with the other front», wrote Ford; «it is quiet here at 
its most violent compared with the Somme»),
86
 except for the incident that happened 
shortly before his battalion was withdrawn, and that left him shell-shocked. The German 
strafe is documented in a letter that he wrote to Conrad, describing the auditory sensations 
of a bombing.
87
 He was injured and lost his memory almost completely for more than a 
day, without fully recovering it for a long time after the incident.
88
 He also suffered from a 
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lung disease, probably due to smoking, living in damp environments and being exposed to 
poisonous gas.
89
 
He was invalided and sent home in 1917. He left Violet for good and moved with 
Stella Bowen, whom He had already met during one of his leaves, in the Red Ford Cottage 
in Sussex, where he led the country life for a period and where their daughter Julia was 
born. He was cautious not to give his address to too many people, because he deemed 
«absolutely necessary for me to have a place where I can write undisturbed if I am ever to 
write again». It was in this period that he decided to change his surname into Ford, «partly 
to oblige a relative & partly because a Teutonic name is in these days disagreeable». He 
did not change it during the war out of his «natural stubbornness», but he was still a target 
of «blackmailers»; he also did not want «to put up with the inconvenience that a Teutonic 
patronymic causes in the rather humble sphere of life» in which he was at that moment.
90
 
The change was probably also due to the problems the surname “Hueffer” caused him 
before, when Violet was referred to as “Mrs. Hueffer” in a newspaper (it was the reason 
why Elsie sued them in 1909).
91
 
After the war, Ford’s production of novels diminished for a few years: «I am 
hoping», he wrote in 1921, «to finish a novel today – the first in so many years…».92 This 
novel, The Marsden Case (which he described as «a long way the best piece of work I ever 
did», even if it had «not quite such a good subject as The Good Soldier»),
93
 was published 
only in 1923, and no other novel was to follow until Some Do Not… (1924). In 1921 he 
published the autobiographical Thus to Revisit, consisting of a collection of essays written 
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for The English Review and the Dial between July 1920 and April 1921; the volume was 
positively reviewed in the Morning Post and the Spectator, but its importance in the body 
of his non-fictional work was later put more into perspective.
94
 
Ford and Stella left England for good in 1922, moving to France. While in Paris, they 
attended Proust’s funeral and enjoyed the company of Pound, James Joyce, Gertrude Stein 
and Ernest Hemingway; Ford’s brother Oliver was also there.95  Later, they moved to 
Provence, where he began to write what was to become the Parade’s End trilogy. In this 
period he also wrote the memorial Joseph Conrad: A Personal Remembrance after the 
death of his friend, in 1924; its reception was not positive, because of the alleged 
biographical inaccuracies of the book. Those inaccuracies were pointed out not only by 
reviewers, but by Conrad’s wife herself, in a letter to the editor of The Times Literary 
Supplement of 4 December 1824, following the publication of a positive review of Ford’s 
Personal Remembrance. In this letter, she declared that Ford’s had exaggerated the 
importance of his friendship to Conrad, and that the value of his contributions was 
overrated.
96
 
In the same year, he founded and then winded up The Transatlantic Review, another 
literary magazine (the title often appears without capitalization, because of the lack of 
room for upper case in the front page). The first issue appeared in January; the magazine 
featured works and articles from Pound, Joyce, e. e. cummings, Paul Valéry, Tristan Tzara, 
Gertrude Stein and many other prominent literary figures of those times. It also reprinted 
The Nature of a Crime, the collaboration between Conrad and Ford that had been 
published under pseudonym in The English Review in 1908.
97
 Unfortunately, like The 
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English Review before it, The Transatlantic Review was a financial disaster, and Ford was 
forced to close it down a year later.
98
 
The Parade’s End’s tetralogy, whose first instalment, Some Do Not…, was published 
in 1924, was conceived as a response to Proust’s Recherche: Ford wanted to write a 
powerful, long-spanning novel that would be at the same time a critical analysis of the 
society of that age and have war as a central issue.
99
 
The writing of Some Do Not…, as we have already mentioned, began in Provence.100 
The plot and the characters were devised drawing from different people and stories, 
including Ford’s own experience; his friend Arthur Marwood, who had died in 1916, was 
the prototype for the protagonist, while the story of a difficult marriage was inspired both 
by the events occurred to mutual friends and by his relationships with Elsie, Violet and 
Stella; the author’s own experience in the trenches, which was to be the subject of the 
autobiographical novel No Enemy (1929), supplied the war narrative. The main plot design 
of the tetralogy is the love triangle between Christopher Tietjens, his wife Sylvia and the 
young suffragette Valentine Wannop.
101
 
Parade’s End, the title under which the tetralogy went when published by Knopf in 
1961, recalls a passage which occurs in the second book; the war has just begun, and some 
officers are already devising the dismantling ceremony of a Kitchener battalion. «There 
will be no more parades» (306)
102
 is the conclusive proclamation of such ceremony. The 
statement has a military significance, but symbolically it indicates that there will be «no 
more Hope, no more Glory, no more parades for you and me anymore. Nor for the 
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country… nor for the world». (307) Thus, the word “parade” evokes «the primary meaning 
(from parare, to adorn) of “show, display, ostentation”».103 It is the end of a civilization, of 
a world that will be destroyed by the war, but which was already rotten and ready to 
collapse.
104
 It is used by Christopher in this sense, when he explains that he cannot divorce 
his wife on account of the «parade» that used to exist «in families of… position». (492) 
Some Do Not… received generally positive reviews, both in the United Kingdom and in 
America, where Ford had initially the reputation of a difficult, intellectual author.
105
 
No More Parades is also the title of the second book in the series, while Some Do 
Not… comes from a quotation of the poem Mister Bosphorus and the Muses, written and 
published by Ford in 1923.
106
 No More Parades received more mixed reviews (although 
Ford was defined «if […] not the best stylist now writing English, […] certainly one of the 
best» and his mastery of the art of writing was compared to Joyce’s).107 
The third novel’s title, A Man Could Stand Up –, comes from a mispronounced 
sentence («A man could stand up on a bleedin’ ill», (570) uttered by a sergeant-major and 
frequently repeated by Christopher. In a literal sense, in the trenches, men are forced to 
hide and stay low to the ground; the ability to stand up on a hill conveys therefore also the 
ideas of peace and freedom. 
The Last Post was famously labelled by Graham Greene as «more than a mistake – 
[…] a disaster».108 The conclusion of the saga has been variously interpreted, first of all 
because of the uncertain status of the fourth novel. Ford himself asked «to omit The Last 
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Post from the edition» of the “Tietjen’s saga” (he suggested in the same letter to use the 
title Parade’s End), adding: «I do not like the book and have never liked it and always 
intended the series to end with A Man Could Stand Up.»
109
 
 Christopher and his lover Valentine, leading a secluded life in the country and free 
at last from Sylvia’s harassment, can be seen allegorically «as a rediscovery through 
personal tribulation of the necessary traditional bases of public honor, and of a re-
establishment of harmony between the public and the private self»; therefore, the novel has 
been interpreted as a pastoral idyll. Since Valentine is also pregnant, the unborn child is 
generally seen as the future bearer of a new order, the holder of a new balance.
110
 Some 
critics, such as Andrzej Gasiorek, question this reading as over-simplified, and deny that 
the conclusion suggests a vision of a bright and optimistic future, in which the political and 
social order that Christopher yearns for can be restored.
111
 
Novelist and critic Isabel Paterson, the future dedicatee of The Last Post, was among 
the first to consider the first three books as an organic unity, and to praise the 
psychological evolution and consistency of the characters.
112
 Otherwise, the critic did not 
generally understand the purpose of the novels; nor the theme of war and trenches was the 
most appealing: as R.A. Scott-James points out, «People were not yet willing to re-live the 
painful years of the Great War or to ponder the social conditions at home which were 
associated with it».
113
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The four novels have been described as epic-in-prose, historical novels, war novels, 
and psychological novels;
114
 the point of view, being always that of a character, is 
«privatized».
115
 The chronological order of events is completely disrupted; the frequent use 
of the time-shift technique and the interior monologue creates an extremely complex, 
sometimes confusing, but always controlled and carefully planned pattern.
116
 The frame 
narrator employed in The Good Soldier is discarded in favour of a limited third-person 
narrator, who follows the character’s thoughts, memories and impressions; the 
chronological order of events is nonetheless disrupted, and the events unfold in a complex 
design which, like a spider-web, connects distant but related events. It is a «skeletal 
framework […] borrowed from the epic tradition», as «the novel focuses on the trials and 
tribulations of a single character and the resolution of them».
117
 
The style of the novels changes in a way that mirrors the changes in the life of 
Tietjens and the society in which he lives: «as the Great War disrupts the national order, so 
the effect of War […] is to break up, destabilize, or even destroy the encyclopaedic 
indexical system that catalogs the text in the semiotic order». The style thus becomes more 
«diffuse, elliptical, and discontinuous» as the novels progress, «while reified subjective 
experience becomes atomistic, interiorized, and even schizophrenic».
118
 Repetition is an 
important device, creating a series of references that connects and holds together the 
texts.
119
 
The stylistic influence of Henry James has been widely attested, especially in the 
way the novels begin, by providing in a few pages all the reader needs to know about the 
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setting, the characters and the events which constitute the basis of the narration; the main 
themes of the novels emerge clearly in a few paragraphs.
120
 Critics have pointed out the 
Dickensian quality of some characters, such as Mrs Wannop, Reverend Duchemin and, 
above all, Mark Tietjens,
121
 while Christopher has been described as «a Dickensian figure 
with a Jamesian sensibility».
122
 Early reviewers praised the «completeness» à la 
Richardson
123
 and the faithfulness and literary quality of his social portrait, «surpassed […] 
only by Thackeray’s great novel».124 Despite its occasional nineteenth-century tone and the 
thematic similarities with Victorian novels such as Vanity Fair, the Parade’s End tetralogy 
is a twentieth-century opus that employs the psychological, Jamesian techniques in a large 
narrative frame, and presents the modern (and Modernist) theme of alienation as a main 
issue.
125
 
We have had the occasion to mention the long poem Mister Bosphorus and the 
Muses (1923) and No Enemy (1929), a novel with clear autobiographical echoes, in which 
Ford elaborated his experience in the trenches.
126
 In the same period, he worked on a 
«meandering, over-conversational, uninspired, repetitive» book about France, A Mirror to 
France (1925), that foreshadowed the themes and the ideas that he would elaborate in his 
later great essays on France, Provence (1935) and The Great Trade Route (1937); he also 
met the Dominican writer Jean Rhys, with whom he had an affair and who was heavily 
influenced by him in her novel-writing.
127
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Ford lived travelling between Paris and Provence, both with Stella and alone, and 
also abroad, calling on his friend Ezra Pound in Italy and visiting America on behalf of the 
failing Transatlantic Review. In America, where his fame was established by the Parade’s 
End series, he lectured at universities and enjoyed the increasing popularity of his books.
128
 
In the last decade of his life, his fame and public recognition were perhaps greater in 
America than in Europe – and he was conscious of it.129 He spent most time there than 
anywhere else since the end of the war, he associated with American writers, he discovered 
new American literary talents, to the point that (as he wrote) «I pass in that country for an 
American writer myself».
130
 
In 1928, he separated from Stella on friendly terms, and in 1930 he established a 
relationship with the Polish-American-Jewish painter Janice Biala, twenty-nine years his 
junior. He lived with her travelling between Paris, Provence and the United States. He 
wrote some essays about New York, New York Is not America and New York Essays 
(1927). In America, he met intellectuals such as e. e. cummings, William Carlos Williams, 
Allen Tate, Theodore Dreiser, and Robert Lowell.
131
 
He published the last part of the Tietjens tetralogy in 1928, and two experimental 
novels, The Rash Act (1933) and its sequel Henry For Hugh (1934), along with other 
works of lesser importance. The main achievement of this period were his last three great 
critical studies: The English Novel (1929), Portraits from Life (1937), and The March of 
Literature (1938). 
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A collection of the essays written for the New York literary journal The Bookman, 
The English Novel (1929) is a sort of summary of his ideas on the history of the English 
novel and a discussion of literary technique, on which he worked «for at least twenty 
years» before its publishing.
132
 He judges eighteenth-century novelists, privileging the 
works of Richardson and calling him «an eighteen century Henry James»; he thought 
Richardson’s Clarissa to have inspired some of the great French novelists that he admired 
(Diderot, Stendhal, Chateaubriand, and most of all Flaubert).
133
 
He also distinguishes between three kinds of novels: the escapist novel,
 134
 the 
commercial novel (called by him “the nuvvle”) and finally «the modern novel which does 
not avoid the problems of the day and is written with some literary skill».
135
 
Ford defined the aim and main aspiration of the novelist «to evolve a water-tight 
convention for the frame-work of the novel», that is to engage the reader’s interest and 
participation so firmly and completely that he would believe himself part of the (fictional) 
story he is reading. The maximum verisimilitude is the goal of a novelist, and it has been 
pursued in many ways.
136
 While a competent narrator tries to efface himself from his 
narration, and to leave his characters’ descriptions just as vague and indirect, the «besetting 
sin» of the authors of “nuvvles” is to overdraw their characters; this, even if it appeals to 
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«orthodox Anglo-Saxon criticism», is dismissed by Ford as «a symptom of laziness».
137
 He 
stated that the novelist should be first of all a craftsman, and dedicate all his efforts to his 
art; the fault of his contemporaries lied in the fact that they wanted first of all to be 
«gentlemen».
138
 
That being said, Ford’s admiration for French novels is comprehensible: in England, 
the novel was not taken seriously in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, novelists 
being considered non-productive, frivolous men; on the other hand, in France, 
Richardson’s novels inspired a series of valid works and encouraged the birth of the great 
modern novel, thanks to Diderot and Stendhal. In that place and at that time, «it became 
suddenly evident that the Novel as such was capable of being regarded as a means of 
profoundly serious and many-sided discussion and therefore a medium of profoundly 
serious investigation into the human case». The main difference between the French and 
the British novelists was that the former put in their heroes’ mouths words which did not 
reflect the shared moral principles and with which both author and public would not 
sympathize, observing the principle that the author should not take sides with his 
characters.
139
 
Given these preliminary elements, it should not be perplexing that Ford greatly 
admired Flaubert’s conception of art and the artist; the French novelist in fact «preached 
the doctrine of the novelist as Creator who should have a Creator’s aloofness, rendering the 
world as he sees it, uttering no comments, falsifying no issues and carrying the subject – 
the Affair – he has selected for rendering, remorselessly out to its logical conclusion».140 
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He recalls that Conrad wrote about the necessity for the writer to pursue a «scrupulous 
abnegation» and a «self-forgetful fidelity to [his character’s] sensations».141 
Portraits from Life (also known as Mightier Than the Sword)
142
 is also a collection of 
short essays on Henry James, Joseph Conrad, Thomas Hardy, H.G. Wells, Stephen Crane, 
D.H. Lawrence, John Galsworthy, Ivan Turgenev, W.H. Hudson, Theodore Dreiser and 
A.C. Swinburne, originally written for The American Mercury.
143
 The book was generally 
praised, and reviewers underlined Ford’s skills as a literary critic and the «hard and 
brilliant originality» which was his major quality as an essayist.
144
 
He wrote two more autobiographies, Return to Yesterday (1931) and It Was the 
Nightingale (1934), which were (like all his autobiographical writing) a mixture of 
personal recollections and literary statements. In the same period he published also his two 
great books about France, Provence (1935) and The Great Trade Route (1937). He met and 
helped young writer Graham Greene, whose review of Provence draws a parallel between 
Ford’s self-portrait in this non-fiction and the character of Christopher in Parade’s End.145 
Put by the author himself in the same genre as the «literary and aesthetic memories» of It 
Was The Nightingale, Provence was in fact influenced by his personal knowledge of the 
places he visited so often and loved so deeply; the history of those regions is frequently 
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intermingled with «digressions on many things from the heresy of the Albigenses to 
cooking, bull-fighting, the wines of the Rhone» and so on.
146
 
The Great Trade Route was considered by its own author as a testament, in particular 
 
the testament of a man usually of action who has spent a long life not only on writing 
and study but on digging, editing, carpentry, cooking, small holding, fighting both 
literally and metaphorically and in every kind of intrigue that could advance what he 
considered the cause of good  letters…147 
 
Ford spent his last years mostly in America, teaching at Olivet College in Michigan, 
and working on his ambitious history of world literature, The March of Literature, which 
he completed in 1937 and published in 1938 (even if he was so profoundly dissatisfied 
with its editing, that grossly altered the text), with a dedication to the President and the 
Dean of Olivet. In the introduction, he makes clear that his purpose is «to induce a larger 
and always larger number of my fellows to taste the pleasure that comes from always more 
and more reading».
148
 He disliked the title, but the publisher wanted to made clear that it 
was not a literary history in the common interpretation of the word.
149
 
This work was attacked by some critics as uninformed and paradoxical, although 
Graham Greene pointed out that it should not be read as an academic treaty or a text-book, 
but «as a work of imagination».
150
 
The March of Literature was the last work published in his lifetime (A History of Our 
Own Times, the parallel long-planned work, was left unfinished and published 
posthumously). In January 1939, notwithstanding his health problems, Ford  was planning 
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to write new books and re-start The Transatlantic Review,
151
 but he died soon after, in 
June.
152
 In his obituary, Greene pointed out the amount of autobiographical writing Ford 
produced, not only in the openly self-oriented recollections but also in his novels, and that 
his accounts were seldom reliable. He recalled the large quantity of genres explored by 
him, and called him «the best literary editor England has ever had».
153
 Pound’s obituary 
opened with the words: «There passed from us this June a very gallant combatant for those 
things of the mind and of letters which have been in our time too little prized». He praised 
the clarity and the verisimilitude of his prose and verse, and praised the effort he put in The 
English Review.
154
 Williams wrote the poem For Ford Madox Ford in Heaven, in which he 
remembered Ford’s love for Provence («Provence that you / praised so well will never be 
the same / Provence to us / now you are gone»).
155
 
This general introduction highlights the main points of the author’s life, experiences 
and poetics, and it is a necessary premise to the analysis of the main subject of my 
dissertation, the Parade’s End tetralogy. In the next chapter, I will examine in a more 
focused way the most important topics dealt with in the novels, analyse them with the help 
of a representative selection of critical essays, and then compare the results of my analysis 
with the BBC/HBO adaptation and Tom Stoppard’s screenplay of 2012, taking into 
account both how literary texts are visually represented on the screen and how they were 
conceived on paper. 
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Part 1. The Text: a Stylistic and Thematic Analysis 
 
1. Structure and Style of the Tetralogy 
The Parade’s End tetralogy156 constitutes Ford’s attempt to create a rendering of life, 
a realistic portrait of his times. Originally, he had the ambition to write «a novel without a 
hero», in order to achieve the maximum impersonality; but to dramatize the events which 
led a society to collapse, he soon realised  he still «needed a central figure» around which 
the events would revolve and that would make historical situations concrete and 
personal.
157
 This figure is Christopher Tietjens; even in the fourth novel, in which he 
scarcely appears, he «is still at the center».
158
 Rich in events as it is, the tetralogy has its fil 
rouge in Christopher’s persecution by society, a persecution that manifests itself in various 
ways – gossip, his wife’s attempts to ruin his reputation, war, and also the social 
obligations he voluntarily submits himself to. Christopher’s final liberation from social 
constrictions comes when he abandons his values and acknowledges the end of the 
“parade”. 
Parade’s End is an Impressionist work, that deals mainly with «the dynamics of 
understanding» and focuses therefore prevalently on the private sphere, on the clash 
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between the individual and the public, between «self and society», which is the theme of all 
historical fiction.
159
 It is «a masterful blend of the social and the personal»,
160
 structured in 
«compressed units and shifting points of view», making thus possible to adapt the length of 
a historical novel to the Impressionistic technique.
161
 Considering the books as one novel, 
they resemble Victorian fiction, but «the changing technique of the series dramatizes the 
end of the Victorian novel and points toward the fictional techniques of the twentieth 
century».
162
 
Stylistically, the four novels have common characteristics as well as distinctive traits. 
The third-person narrator, adopted by Ford in order to narrate «from the inside of all 
characters» instead of just one of them (as had happened with the first-person narrator of 
The Good Soldier),
163
 is employed in four distinct ways: by adopting the perspective of one 
of the characters; by displaying the «conventional omniscience» and speaking as «the 
community voice»; or by disappearing entirely, leaving characters to express their thoughts 
in the first person. This latter mode of expression present «fragmentary and associational 
patterns» and is the one which shows the character’s consciousness more clearly. The 
omniscient narrator appears frequently in Some Do Not… and almost never in The Last 
Post, its presence disappearing gradually in the two middle books.
164
 
The first chapter of Some Do Not… can be considered a presentation of the main 
characters (except for Valentine, who will be introduced later) and their backstory. Set 
mainly in England, the first novel deals primarily with pre-war civilian life and with some 
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of the consequences of the war.
165
 It is divided in two parts, separated chronologically by 
Christopher’s early participation in the war (which is not shown in the books). The first 
chapter is told from Macmaster’s point of view, and regards mainly Christopher’s past; the 
second is mainly constituted of a dialogue between Sylvia, her mother and Father Consett, 
with Christopher as the main topic of discussion. The following chapters adopt 
Christopher’s point of view; the fifth, which contains the breakfast scene where almost all 
the main characters converge, mingles Mrs Duchemin’s, Valentine’s, Christopher’s and 
Macmaster’s points of view. The two chapters that close the first part, which are of 
considerable length and contain important elements for the story (including Christopher’s 
inner speech about England and the cart incident in the fog), are again told in his own 
perspective. Part two, which takes place during the war but is still set in the civilian world, 
opens with a chapter dedicated to Sylvia, which adopts exclusively her point of view, and 
contains both her bitter reflections on her marriage and a violent discussion with her 
husband. The second and third chapter, as well as the closing one, are again told in 
Christopher’s perspective, the fourth and fifth in Valentine’s. 
Overall, there is very little exposition: information is conveyed through dialogue or 
internal monologue, and the reader has to infer what the reasons for the character’s actions 
are and what their behaviour truly means. With this technique, in the first chapter of the 
first novel Ford manages «to realize in nine pages the expository material that a novelist 
working with more traditional methods would have needed sixty pages to convey».
166
 
The story told in No More Parades takes place in France, and the first chapter is set 
at the supply depot to which Tietjens is assigned. Comparing the incipits of both novels is 
useful to grasp immediately the differences in the atmosphere: the first paragraphs of Some 
Do Not… are set in peace-time, in a modern, clean and upper-class environment. The 
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adjectives used in these paragraphs show us that: the railway carriage in which the 
characters ride is «perfectly appointed», with new and «virgin» leather straps on the 
windows, «immaculate» mirrors, «luxuriant» upholstery with a complex and exotic red-
and-yellow pattern on it; the compartment has been recently varnished, and the train runs 
both «smoothly […] as British gilt-edged securities» and «fast».167 The contrast with the 
first paragraph of No More Parades is striking. The first sentence runs: «When you came 
in the space was desultory, rectangular, warm after the drip of the winter night, and 
transfused with a brown-orange dust that was light». We later learn that this “space”, so 
rudimentary as to be «shaped like the house a child draws», is a hut in the military camp 
where Christopher’s draft is stationed. The occupants of the room are later identified as 
soldiers, but are presently shown as «brown limbs spotted with brass». The only light 
comes «from shafts that came from a bucket pierced with holes, filled with incandescent 
coke, and covered in with a sheet of iron in the shape of a tunnel». The hierarchy in the 
group is measured by the attitude of its components: «Two men, as if hierarchically 
smaller, crouched on the floor beside the brazier; four, two at each end of the hut, drooped 
over tables in attitudes of extreme indifference». The environment is made even more 
unpleasant by further description: 
 
From the eaves above the parallelogram of black that was the doorway fell 
intermittent drippings of collected moisture, persistent, with glass-like intervals of 
musical sound. The two men squatting on their heels over the brazier—they had been 
miners—began to talk in a low sing-song of dialect, hardly audible. It went on and on, 
monotonously, without animation. It was as if one told the other long, long stories to 
which his companion manifested his comprehension or sympathy with animal 
grunts… (291) 
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Part One of No More Parades concerns the activities of Tietjens in the military base 
and is told in his perspective, while Part Two follows Sylvia’s attempt to reach him. The 
first chapter of the third part adopts Christopher’s point of view again, while the second is 
told from General Campion’s perspective. 
Stylistically, No More Parades is generally considered less solid than the first novel, 
more allusive and weak;
168
 despite taking place near the front, there is almost no physical 
action, both because Ford was not interested in it as a narrator
169
 and because he «knew 
that war was mostly waiting».
170
 As Ford wrote during his own time at war, «[w]e get 
shelled two or three times a day, otherwise it is fairly dull», and «it is – tho’ you won’t 
believe it – a dreamy sort of life in a grey green country».171 He was less interested in the 
physical action than in the effects of the war on men and in «what it represents: humanity 
driven underground, the end of one civilization, its ruling classes no longer capable of 
leading; the emergence of another governing class, yet unknown but obviously unlike the 
old order».
172
 
The first part of A Man Could Stand Up – covers the afternoon in which Valentine 
learns of Christopher’s return from the front; the second part takes place chronologically 
before that and concerns again Christopher at the front, dealing with more desperation as 
he realizes the meaninglessness of his faith in the old institutions. The third section 
provides a (temporary) happy ending to the couple; before that, however, Valentine has to 
face both the possibility that Christopher might be mad and in need of a nurse more than a 
lover, and her own doubts and fears regarding sex; on the other hand, Christopher has 
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finally come home to find Sylvia threatening again his chance of happiness. The end of the 
war is also the end of the old world and values, in short of the “parade”, and the 
opportunity to “stand up” means also accepting the responsibility that comes from 
separating from Sylvia and accepting Valentine as his companion.
173
 This novel is 
technically the simplest, focusing on the two characters’ decision to abandon their old 
codes of values. The private world is given more importance than the public, and the 
former will definitely prevail over the latter in The Last Post.
174
 
While Some Do Not… is mainly composed of sentences and paragraphs of a certain 
length and solidity, No More Parades and A Man Could Stand Up – are often built in short, 
brisk sentences and are rich with onomatopoeias and aposiopeses; they are «elliptical and 
discontinuous», and «subjective experience becomes atomistic, interiorized, and even 
schizophrenic».
175
 This tendency can be exemplified in two emblematic passages, 
respectively from No More Parades and A Man Could Stand Up –, the first displaying 
Tietjens’s internal monologue and the second describing the impressions deriving from an 
enemy attack. 
 
Well, he was quite right not to have given the poor devil his leave. He was, anyhow, 
better where he was. And so was he, Tietjens. He had not had a single letter from 
home since he had been out this time! Not a single letter. Not even gossip. Not a bill. 
Some circulars of old furniture dealers. They never neglected him! They had got 
beyond the sentimental stage at home. Obviously so… He wondered if his bowels 
would turn over again if he thought of the girl. He was gratified that they had. It 
showed that he had strong feelings… He thought about her deliberately. Hard. 
Nothing happened. He thought of her fair, undistinguished, fresh face that made your 
heart miss a beat when you thought about it. His heart missed a beat. Obedient heart! 
Like the first primrose. Not any primrose. The first primrose. Under a bank with the 
hounds breaking through the underwood… It was sentimental to say Du bist wie eine 
Blume. Damn the German language! But that fellow was a Jew… (309) 
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The circularity of the thoughts of the protagonist, who does not seem to have the 
capacity of clearing his mind and making a decision, is conveyed through the repetition of 
words and phrases such as letter, heart, primrose, «single letter», «miss[ed] a beat», «the 
first primrose»; so does the non-logical sequence of the thoughts (first he is thinking about 
a soldier who has asked for a leave, then about Valentine, then again about the soldier), 
and also the anti-climax of letter, gossip, bill, circulars. 
 
Tietjens became like a solitary statue of the Bard of Avon, the shelf for his elbow 
being rather low. Noise increased. The orchestra was bringing in all the brass, all the 
strings, all the wood-wind, all the percussion instruments. The performers threw about 
biscuit tins filled with horseshoes; they emptied sacks of coal on cracked gongs, they 
threw down forty-storey iron houses. It was comic to the extent that an operatic 
orchestra’s crescendo is comic. Crescendo!... Crescendo! CRRRRRESC… The Hero 
must be coming! He didn’t! (559) 
 
In the middle of a strafe, Christopher has just witnessed the death of one of his men, 
and he stands still and silent in the middle of the massive noise of the enemy attack. The 
strafe is compared to an orchestra, something linked to peace, to pleasantness, to upper-
class elegance; this imagery is destroyed when the imaginary performers start throwing 
around things in a noisy crescendo – such being the word used, with onomatopoeic effect, 
to describe the culmination of the attack. 
In another passage, the prominence of sounds and of elliptical phrases is shown 
clearly: 
 
Exactly!... Snap! Snap! Snap!… Clear sounds from a quarter of a mile away… Bullets 
whined. Overhead. Long sounds, going away. Not snipers. The men of a battalion. A 
chance! Snap! Snap! Snap! Bullets whined overhead. Men of a battalion get excited 
when shooting at anything running. They fire high. Trigger pressure. He was now a 
fat, running object. Did they fire with a sense of hatred or fun! Hatred probably. Huns 
have not much sense of fun. (640) 
 
It is generally acknowledged that «the last three volumes of the Tietjens cycle are 
inferior to Ford as his best», although they have «their admirable qualities». Their style has 
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been frequently judged by critics weaker than that of Some Do Not…, because of 
«overlong expository passages», scenes that are «distended» and «out of proportion» 
(although «interesting for their techniques»), and general «ineptness». Their main fault is 
the «excessive fluidity», to be blamed in part by the fact that he could no longer hold a pen 
in his hand and had to recur to a typewriter and, later, to dictation. 
 
The typewriter and the stenographer, Ford remarked, made him too fluid. “It is as if 
they waited for me to write and write I do. Whereas if I have to go to a table and face 
pretty considerable pain I wait until I have something to say and sat in in the fewest 
words possible”.176 
 
The Last Post demands a separate discussion. As Cassell points out, «Ford has to pay 
the price of his fascinating experiment of presenting the postwar Christopher without once 
going into his consciousness». He adopts the method of presenting the aftermath of the war 
through Mark’s perspective, when the elder Tietjens is mute and paralyzed. Christopher 
falls into a mediocre anonymity, and all of his dilemmas – whether his father committed 
suicide because of his alleged immorality, whether Sylvia’s child is actually his or not – 
are solved.
177
 If the first three novels had a public dimension, The Last Post revolves 
around «individual actions and hopes»,
178
 and is told mainly in Mark Tietjens’s point of 
view. The style becomes more intimate as the novel develops through a series of interior 
monologues, which are for the most part recollection of past private conversations, and 
«mirrors at the level of form the breaking-down of ordered relations and hierarchies which 
is the subject of the sequence».
179
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Considered as a whole, the tetralogy has a few elements which connect the novels in 
relation to one another and also internally.
180
 We will discuss the thematic devices in the 
following chapters and focus on other elements, such as the so-called time shifts. It is 
immediately evident for the reader that «the order of events as they happened to his 
characters rarely parallels the sequence in which they appear in the narrative».
181
 Ford 
keeps faith to the Impressionist theory that life does not narrate but makes impressions on 
the brain;
182
 time loses any objective value to become private and sentimental, and 
sometimes the characters acknowledge that explicitly, as Sylvia does in No More Parades, 
when she exclaims: «Good God!... Only one minute… I’ve thought all that in only one 
minute… I understand how hell can be an eternity» (417).183 
Even if the action of the tetralogy covers the years between 1912 and the end of the 
1920s,
184
 only a few moments are really accounted for and put on the page (less than three 
days in the first novel, two in the second, one in the third, and more or less one hour in the 
fourth). More often than not, what happens in the present is but a pretext to shed light on 
past, more important events.
185
 
The tetralogy is pervaded by «parallels, echoes, and repetitions», in the form of 
«obsessive images that haunt some characters». Such leitmotifs are various and often have 
a symbolical value: the love triangle between Christopher, Sylvia and Valentine, which is 
the main plot design of the novels;
186
 the question of the “single command” that haunts 
Christopher, for example, and his emphasis on the need of communications drills; the 
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inefficiency of the English Army, which prompts officers to exclaim periodically: «Thank 
God we have a Navy!»; the frequency of phrases such as «the egg and the spoon race», 
«touch pitch and not be defiled», «pulling the string of a shower-bath»; the repetition of the 
titles of the novels, whose recurrence both creates a pattern that links the novels together, 
and differentiates them, because each occurrence has a slightly different meaning;
187
 the 
recurrence of the word “parade”, which is «connected not simply with army custom but 
with nearly all that the past has venerated in morals, sex, and religion»;
188
 the emphasis on 
the curse that haunts Groby, the ancestral manor of the Tietjens family, which they gained 
by force from the former Catholic owners.
189
 
As to whether Parade’s End can be subject to an allegorical or a symbolical reading, 
such an attempt would be frustrated by the non-correspondence of characters to 
stereotypes. For example, Valentine is not only a radical and a suffragette, and Christopher 
is much more than a reactionary conservative. The lack of a clear-cut allegory is due to the 
absence of «black and white» characterization; Ford’s characters are round and human, and 
they are not put sharply «on contrasting sides».
190
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2. The Contrast Between Appearance and Reality 
With all its complex pattern of symbols, references, parallelisms and chiasms, 
Parade’s End’s structure is mainly founded on the dichotomy between being and 
appearing.
191
 The prototypical philosophical couple «réalité-apparence», as defined by Ch. 
Perelman and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca in Traité de l’argumentation,192 lies indeed at the basis 
of the work. The novels follow the hero’s vicissitudes in the pre-war hypocritical and 
insincere society, trying to uphold his values against the incomprehension of his fellow 
men and later the horrors of the war, and finding in the end a way out from this impasse in 
the acknowledgement of the loss of such values and the choice of a secluded life with his 
mistress. 
Critics have debated as to whether this pattern is autobiographical, and to what 
degree. As we have already pointed out, Christopher’s models have been identified in Ford 
himself and in Arthur Marwood, who was in the eyes of the author «the most 
representative heir» to «the tradition that has governed England since the times of 
Elizabeth».
193
 But striking similarities between the main character of the novels and Ford 
have been pointed out: Christopher is «a monolithic symbol of all that Ford values», and is 
torn in the same struggle between tradition and the new.
194
 The character of Christopher 
may have been inspired by Ford’s personal experience on a very deep level. Tietjens is a 
man who lives in a society that does not accept him because it does not know how to 
classify and define him. He suffers from malign gossip as much as his creator did. Ford 
shared many of the eccentricities of the character, such as «his pointlessly encyclopedic 
memory, his odd Anglican deference to Roman Catholicism, his unashamed snobberies, 
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his radical Toryism, and above all, his absolute indifference to what the world makes of 
him»;
195
 he also shared many of his qualities, such as his generosity and his admiration for 
other people’s intelligence. They both liked children, 196  considered women mainly as 
someone to talk to, and marriage as a way to do it,
197
 had a great sense of responsibility, 
duty and devotion to family,
198
 were harassed by their wives, and retired in a cottage with 
their beloved woman to recover from the horrors of war.
199
 
When he started to write the Parade’s End tetralogy, however, Ford’s declared 
intention was to create a protagonist «in lasting tribulation», impeded by an «inscrutable 
obstacle of a moral order»;
200
 he needed a model to create a «sane central observer of a 
crumbling world», and he found it in his friend Marwood, who died in 1917 and became a 
model for a recurring type of character.
201
 Therefore, even if Marwood never became a 
soldier, Christopher had to, in order to «intensify [his] agony»; he would be a homo duplex, 
a complex and honourable man who witnesses «the collapse of a worthy past and the 
emergence of a homo simplex».
202
 Christopher is the mock hero of a prose epic poem, 
fighting against progress and ultimately against history and the depravation of costumes. 
The memory loss he suffers due to shell shock (another autobiographical experience) is 
highly symbolic in this sense, because «his inability to locate himself in the post-War 
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order» reflects the crisis of a national identity that has «to be built from the ruins of the 
order of nations».
203
 
Christopher Tietjens is a conservative, a reactionary and a Tory, but he truly believes 
in the values he professes and tries to live up to them. He has a strong feeling of what is 
proper and has interiorized the social norms of his class; these pre-established rules, which 
crystallize the self’s position into the system, have been defined “feudal” by critics. With a 
paradox underlined, for example, by Armstrong, he «exerts considerable originality in the 
defense of values that would suppress individuality».
204
 
He is aware of the faults in his character, or at least of what the society in which he 
lives considers as faults: as a cuckold, he must expect «a certain discredit» (and he adds: 
«Very properly. A man ought to be able to keep his wife») (10); cuckolds are described by 
him as «awkward», «irrational», «unjust», they made social order «unsafe»; he is the 
victim of a «calamity» that is at the same time «the will of God» (11). As an «idealist» and 
a «sentimentalist», he «must be stoned to death» (237). He is completely willing to put up 
with his wife’s excesses, even when this attitude may challenge his reputation, and accepts 
his fate from the beginning. He also sacrifices his reputation for the sake of his child, 
because «[i]t was better for a boy to have a rip of a father than a whore for mother!» (77); 
eventually, he exposes his reasons for forgiving his wife as follows: 
 
You had been let in for it [the flight] by some brute. I have always held that a woman 
who has been let down by one man has the right—has the duty for the sake of her 
child—to let down a man. It becomes woman against man: against one man. I 
happened to be that one man: it was the will of God. But you were within your rights. 
I will never go back on that. Nothing will make me, ever! (174) 
 
At this point, the basis of Christopher’s life are shaken, but not destroyed: even if 
things are unpleasant for him, they are still how they are supposed to be. Soon, however, 
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the «insidious rumors» about his conduct will spread and rise and eventually he will lose 
his control of the situation. After the war, he has no pre-determined behaviour, no fixed 
rule left to follow; he is reduced to a «vulnerable subjectivity».
205
 Society starts to blame 
him not only for his “actual” faults, but for a series of misdeeds erroneously attributed to 
him; moreover, his opacity, his refusal to defend himself and to speak his mind, has the 
effect of emphasising other people’s deficiencies and imperfections, and exacerbate their 
resentment. By doing so, he becomes a martyr, to the extreme frustration of Sylvia, who 
continually fails to gain power over him.
206
 Like all martyrs, he functions as a scape-goat, 
uniting against him a society composed of «monkeys and cat» eternally fighting each 
other.
207
 
The incipit of Some Do Not… gives the reader everything he has to know about the 
hero, the temporal and geographical setting of the action and the society in which he lives 
in; the traits of Christopher’s personality are made more vivid by comparison with the 
behaviour and the appearance of his companion, Vincent Macmaster (6). The «two young 
men» are bonded by a solid but «odd» friendship, «but the oddnesses of friendships», as 
claimed by the narrator, «are a frequent guarantee of their lasting texture» (4-5). 
Each and every particular is important both for its literal meaning (it helps building 
the atmosphere and showing the reader into the novel) and for its symbolic significance – 
for example, the fact that the characters are on a new, richly decorated train carriage 
evokes both a sensation of movement and change (but the characters are sitting, so there’s 
also a contrast between movement and stillness), and of an elegant, upper-class milieu in 
which Christopher belongs and to which Macmaster aspire.
208
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Tietjens is described as careless as to what kind of clothes he wears, in contrast with 
Macmaster, who struggles to have a distinct and tidy appearance, even if he knows that, 
later, he will have to change his refined and colour-matched clothes, in order to participate 
to a golf game (3). Macmaster, a man of low birth («a son of the manse» (5)) but with 
literary ambitions, is struggling «on the long and careful road to a career in a first-class 
Government office». Tietjens, on the other hand, is «the youngest son of a Yorkshire 
country gentleman», and is therefore «entitled to the best» (4-5). He can afford to travel in 
«a loose, tailored coat and trousers, and a soft shirt», with his other belongings packed «in 
an immense two-handled kit-bag» (which he packed himself, because he doesn’t like 
servants or maids to touch his things). He does not even know «what coloured tie he had 
on», because he is 
 
a Tory – and as he disliked changing his clothes, there he sat, on the journey, already 
in large, brown, hugely welted and nailed golf boots, leaning forward on the edge of 
the cushion, his legs apart, on each knee an immense white hand—and thinking 
vaguely. (4) 
 
Later, Macmaster considers that 
 
he was perfectly right to be tidy in his dress; you never knew whom you mightn’t meet 
on a railway journey. This confirmed him as against Tietjens, who preferred to look 
like a navvy. (21) 
 
 and later, again, in this emblematic passage: 
 
Macmaster congratulated himself again on his appearance. It was all very well for 
Tietjens to look like a sweep; he was of these people. He, Macmaster, wasn’t. […] 
Tietjens only caught the Rye train by running alongside it, pitching his enormous kit-
bag through the carriage window and swinging on the footboard. Macmaster reflected 
that if he had done that half the’ station would have been yelling, “Stand away there.” 
As it was Tietjens a stationmaster was galloping after him to open the carriage door 
and grinningly to part: 
“Well caught, sir!” for it was a cricketing county. 
“Truly,” Macmaster quoted to himself. 
 
“The gods to each ascribe a differing lot: 
Some enter at the portal. Some do not!” (22) 
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Christopher changes dramatically in the course of the novels, due to the war.
209
 His 
ultimate struggle is to live in a world without parades, no longer controlled by conventions 
and intellect.
210
 At this stage of the narrative, however, he represents a very precise kind of 
character, the English country gentleman.
211
 He dislikes caring about exterior appearance, 
and regards others with superiority, patronizing them as he does with Macmaster; at the 
same time, he is a «naïve, self-effacing altruist», a «gentleman of honor»
212
. He has never 
had to struggle to obtain a position or a place in society. He is «wholly without ambition», 
but he does not have to worry because «these things would come to him as they do in 
England». (5) He has chivalric, medieval ideals, with a «contradictory and incomplete» 
moral code which he persists nonetheless to follow.
213
 
Physically, he is a man of twenty-six, «very big, in a fair, untidy, Yorkshire way». 
(5) He is described by Macmaster as «lumpish, clumsy», with «tallow, intelligent-looking 
hands», «[b]lond, high-coloured». (15) He has an excellent memory: he has a good job in 
the Department of Statistics, and 
 
[h]is chief, Sir Reginald Ingleby, when Tietjens chose to talk of public tendencies 
which influenced statistics, would listen with attention. Sometimes Sir Reginald would 
say: ‘You’re a perfect encyclopaedia of exact material knowledge, Tietjens,’ and 
Tietjens thought that that was his due, and he would accept the tribute in silence. (5) 
 
It was Macmaster who recommended him to the chief of the Department, and later it 
will be thanks to Christopher’s help with some figures that Macmaster will be knighted, 
and the former «accepts stoically» to be an instrument for the latter’s ambition.214 He is 
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said to know everything (19, 39); in his spare time, he corrects the errors in the latest 
edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (10). He has very few qualities, but cannot be 
labelled as an inept: his ruin does not derive from his incapability to cope, but mainly from 
his unwillingness to do it. He is otherwise a man with practical skills, a trait Ford admired 
greatly in other people but which he thought to lack.
215
 He is however a pathetic figure, 
repeatedly labelled with epithets such as «Bear», (516, 645) «grey problem», (516) «grey 
badger», (645) «grey grizzly», (518) «great motionless carp», (656) «mealsack», (269, 
617) «elephant», (674) «maddened horse», (15) «Ox», «swollen animal», (29) «hog», 
(481) «bullock», (415) «lonely buffalo», (438) «town bull», (273) «raging stallion», (276) 
«dying bulldog» (381).  
It is perhaps necessary here to address the question whether Ford takes sides with his 
characters, or if he gives his narration a moral quality.
216
 As MacShane points out, «the 
point cannot be stressed to strongly that Ford does not moralize in this long novel», and 
that «his heroes are not immaculate super-beings, nor do his villains wallow in opulent 
luxury». Although the reader is supposed to feel sympathy for Christopher’s unjust 
persecution, and even if the author feels more sympathetic toward him than, for example, 
in The Good Soldier, where he’s much more ironic,217  the narrator not only does not 
explicitly take his defence, but makes him a mostly passive character, both stubborn in his 
will to uphold his antiquate values and irresolute in the moments of great crisis (such 
irresolution is evident in the first book in the relationship with Valentine, culminating with 
the suffered decision not to make love to her because “some do not”).218 He is also guilty 
of not being capable to defend his alleged mistress from malicious gossip, while he went to 
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great lengths to ensure that his wife’s reputation remained unstained.219 From Sylvia’s 
point of view, moreover, his behaviour is far from fair; in the first chapter of the second 
part of Some Do Not…, he addresses him as follows: 
 
But, in the name of the Almighty, how could any woman live beside you... and be for 
ever forgiven? Or no: not forgiven: ignored!... Well, be proud when you die because 
of your honour. But, God, be humble about... your errors in judgment. You know what 
it is to ride a horse for miles with too tight a curb-chain and its tongue cut almost in 
half... You remember the groom your father had who had the trick of turning the 
hunters out like that... And you horse-whipped him, and you’ve told me you’ve almost 
cried ever so often afterwards for thinking of that mare’s mouth... Well! Think of this 
mare’s mouth sometimes! You’ve ridden me like that for seven years… (173) 
 
Far from being a fixed type, his characterisation is problematic, starting from his 
name: with their «Protestantism, land power» and «continuity», the Tietjens constitute «the 
Puritan “backbone of England”» and are therefore a specimen of the purest Englishness, 
but their surname is an «unpronounceable un-English name».
220
 His first name, Christ-
opher, suggests the idea of a Christ-like figure, someone committed to his aristocratic 
duties and «inspired by a consuming desire for serenity and perfection», but he is far from 
being a saviour: when, in No More Parades, Sylvia suggests that «He saved others; himself 
he could not save…», a subordinate of Christopher corrects her: «Ma’am, […] we couldn’t 
say exactly that of the captain…» (404). He does not consciously desire to model himself 
after Christ either; when Sylvia accuses him of doing so, «he greets [the accusation] with 
[…] horror».221 
Christopher is ultimately characterized by morality, composure, intellect, and 
Toryism, but, as he is at war within himself, so the other characters have different visions 
of him, and may despise him for his choices and his actions, because he follows an 
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anachronistic moral code.
222
 On another level, Christopher is the key figure of the 
dichotomy between being and appearing. He is the victim of an internal struggle, one that 
deepens later, when he decides to join the Army as a soldier; despite his sense of 
convention, in fact, Christopher can be described as a non-conformist (he is one of those 
who do not); to be more precise, he has a strong and interiorized sense of conventions, and 
he follows them even against his own good. The hypocrisy of the age lies in the fact that 
people follow conventions to climb the social ladder, like Macmaster does, or to hide their 
dishonourable and shameful deeds, assuming that everyone else does so. Christopher is the 
target of gossip originated by people such as the member of Parliament Paul Sandbach, of 
a low birth, and his wife. His unconventionality «has the air of innocence, a total absence 
of calculation of effects», and this causes everyone to think «the worst of him», ready «to 
believe evil of a good man who has proved unwilling to respect [society’s] conventions far 
enough to play the hypocrite». To their eyes, Christopher’s actions «might seem to 
constitute an absurd charade», while to him «they are a profound drama».
223
 He «cannot or 
will not be indignant».
224
 He never justifies his behaviour, because it would be vile and 
unbecoming for a man of his status: if he would, «what did it stand for to be Christopher 
Tietjens of Groby?» (350). This attitude leads to the catastrophe of his father’s (apparent) 
suicide, caused by his belief that his younger son had disgraced himself using his wife’s 
money to support his lover, Valentine Wannop, and their illegitimate child. When Sylvia 
confronts him with this deed, his answer can be summed up with a disarming «It doesn’t 
matter» (172).
225
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Christopher is trapped in a disastrous marriage, but he cannot divorce his wife 
because it would not become a gentleman, and she cannot divorce him because she is a 
Roman Catholic. At first, he is said to have «married a woman of means» (5), who «had 
left him to go abroad with another man» (6). The reader has enough information about his 
character and behaviour, by now, so as not to be surprised with his emotional response to 
this event: «a complete taciturnity» (6). 
The events which led to his disastrous marriage are presented in a flashback: 
Christopher had intercourse with Sylvia Satterthwaite, a young lady of good family, on a 
train between Paris and Calais; she then got with child and he married her, without 
knowing for sure whether the child was actually his own, but recognizing the possibility. 
According to Macmaster, Christopher «has fallen into the most barefaced snake, into the 
cruellest snare, of the worst woman that could be imagined», a «detestable harridan» (14). 
Even if he does not know if the child is his, Christopher loves him with a «clumsy 
tenderness» (15). 
As a gentleman, «you didn’t “talk”. Perhaps you didn’t even think about how you 
felt» (6). This is how he deals, and will always deal in the course of the novels, with 
disrupting or upsetting situations: ignoring them and keeping quiet. Everyone in society 
believes that his wife’s flight, which could be a potentially devastating event for his 
reputation, is actually a travel abroad to tend to her mother, who is in Germany due to her 
health problems; this scheme is not devised by Christopher, of course, but by Mrs 
Satterthwaite, Sylvia’s mother (whom Christopher defines «a sensible woman, if a bitch» 
(9-10). When his father asks him if he will divorce, he answers that «only a blackguard 
would ever submit a woman to the ordeal of divorce», but that he will do it if she is willing 
to (6). 
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His conversation with his father (which is reported as a flashback during the train 
scene in the first chapter) offers further information about Christopher’s character: he is the 
only one, except for Macmaster, to whom he has spoken about Sylvia’s flight, and he does 
not insist on the subject more than he has to. «[T]hey were like two men in the club», 
Christopher considers, «thinking so alike there was no need to talk» (7). 
Four months after her flight «with that fellow Perowne», on the morning in which the 
novel begins, Christopher receives a letter from Sylvia asking him «to take her back». He 
will obviously do so, because that is what a Tory gentleman would do and he has to guard 
his wife’s honour and the appearance (the “parade”) of their marriage, but he decides 
nonetheless to «take three days to think out the details». The matter is apparently 
indifferent to him, but he thinks to himself that it is only the brandy Macmaster offered 
him earlier that «keep[s] him from shivering» (8). 
The separation between him and his wife is camouflaged under the pretext that 
Sylvia went to Germany to take care of her sick mother. General Campion, Christopher’s 
godfather, knows that they have had «a little tiff» and urges Macmaster to «[g]et him back 
to Sylvia as quick as [he] can». Believing Sylvia an unflawed human being, he 
automatically assumes that the separation is caused by Christopher’s infidelity, and reacts 
incredulously and skeptically when Macmaster, appalled by this accusation, denies that his 
friend has «been running after the skirts». It cannot possibly be her fault, because «Sylvia 
is a splendid girl. Straight as a die; the soul of loyalty to her friends», and Macmaster has 
to «agree with [him] that if there is anything wrong between them he’s to blame» (49). 
Early in the book, discussing a Rossetti love poem with Macmaster, Christopher 
declares that he despises «all these attempts to justify fornication» that proliferate in 
England in those days. He takes away all the sentimentalism of a Rossetti poem that 
celebrates an illicit love, seeing only 
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that obese, oily man who never took a bath, in a grease-spotted dressing-gown and the 
underclothes he’s slept in, standing beside a five-shilling model with crimped hair, or 
some Mrs. W. Three Stars, gazing into a mirror that reflects their fetid selves and gilt 
sunfish and drop chandeliers and plates sickening with cold bacon fat and gurgling 
about passion. 
 
Such poetry, celebrating adultery and illicit love, is «an insult to [his] intelligence» 
(17) and some pathetic «fumbling in placket-holes and polysyllabic Justification by Love» 
that attempts to justify «lachrymose polygamy». He makes it clear, once for all, in a well-
known passage, that 
 
I stand for monogamy and chastity. And for no talking about it. Of course, if a man 
who’s a man wants to have a woman, he has her. And again, no talking about it. He’d 
no doubt be in the end better, and better off, if he didn’t. Just as it would probably be 
better for him if he didn’t have the second glass of whisky and soda… (18) 
 
What Christopher loathes is not the act in itself, but the attempt to seek a moral 
justification to it, and consequently to boast about one’s affairs in public. Paolo and 
Francesca are put by Dante in Hell, «very properly», while Rossetti «whines about 
creeping into Heaven» (18). In this sense, Christopher’s is, ultimately, a war against 
hypocrisy:
226
 
 
you fellows are such damn hypocrites. There’s not a country in the world that trusts 
us. We’re always, as it were, committing adultery—like your fellow!—with the name 
of Heaven on our lips. (20) 
 
The negative opinion Christopher has of the conservative society of the time is made 
clearer when we are introduced to Sandbach, a member of the golf party and brother-in-
law of Tietjens’s godfather, General Campion. Sandbach is a member of the Parliament but 
is currently suspended from duty, because he has insulted the Counsellor of the Exchequer 
(1,3). He is presented as violent, stupid, immoral and physically impaired. Recently, 
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Christopher had been seen by him with one of Macmaster’s girls while he was arranging 
their break up,
227
 and immediately assumed that she was his lover. This is the first of the 
many misunderstanding that happen to Christopher, who is charged with horrible 
accusations (usually when he is doing something good for others).
228
 
The golf course is the setting of the suffragette attack against Waterhouse, the 
Liberal cabinet minister, who is part of the golf party. With a chivalric behaviour, Tietjens 
help the two of them escape. The result is that Sandbach and his wife, Lady Claudine 
(Campion’s sister), immediately assume that Valentine Wannop, the suffragette 
Christopher has been saw speaking with, is his lover.
229
 When Campion confronts him 
with these accusations, Christopher justifies them: 
 
He was considering that it was natural for an unborn fellow like Sandbach to betray 
the solidarity that should exist between men. And it was natural for a childless woman 
like Lady Claudine Sandbach, with a notoriously, a flagrantly unfaithful husband, to 
believe in the unfaithfulness of the husbands of other women! (1,3) 
 
The real reason why Campion is upset with him is his presumed lack of 
consideration for his wife’s reputation. 
 
“Then what does the whole indictment amount to?” Tietjens asked. 
“Oh, hang it,” the General brought out, “I’m not a beastly detective, I only want a 
plausible story to tell Claudine. Or not even plausible. An obvious lie as long as it 
shows you’re not flying in the face of society—as walking up the Haymarket with the 
little Wannop when your wife’s left you because of her would be.” (1,3) 
 
That girl was Macmaster’s unsuitable mistress, but is identified with Valentine by 
Campion. Christopher refuses to tell a plausible lie and offers the bare truth to the General, 
who is shocked by his insolence, because «the first duty of all Englishman» is «to be able 
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to tell a good lie in answer to a charge» (72). The assumption made by Campion is that, 
since it is certain that Christopher and Sylvia are currently separated, it must be because of 
Christopher’s infidelity, not Sylvia’s; and, worse still, since «Sylvia has an income of her 
own», Christopher must be «spending Sylvia’s money on the other girl, and that’s what 
people can’t stand». The social consequence of this assumption, which is believed as the 
truth by a large portion of Christopher’s acquaintances, is harsh: as Campion informs him, 
«but for your mother-in-law, Claudine would have cut you out of her visiting list months 
ago. And you’d have been cut out of some others too…» (1,4). 
The hostility of Campion’s interview to Tietjens in Some Do Not – is duplicated in 
the last chapter of No More Parades, where the General questions him after he has been 
put under arrest.
230
 Christopher is willing to sacrifice himself, pleading guilty even if 
everybody knows he was not, in order to avoid a scandal (459-60); but the sudden 
revelation that Christopher had lied about Sylvia’s flight with Perowne – he learns the truth 
from Major Thurston, who saw the two of them in a hotel in Brittany, in 1912 – makes 
Campion lose his temper and addressing him aggressively: 
 
You’ve got the makings of a damn good soldier. You amaze me at times. Yet you’re a 
disaster; you are a disaster to every one who has to do with you. You are as conceited 
as a hog; you are as obstinate as a bullock… You drive me mad… And you have 
ruined the life of that beautiful woman… For I maintain she once had the disposition 
of a saint… (481) 
 
Campion cannot accept the fact Christopher left the Department of Statistic only 
because he was ordered to fake statistics: «Couldn’t Tietjens have given the Department 
the statistics they wanted – even if it meant faking them? What was discipline for if 
subordinates were to act on their consciences?» (481) He questions Christopher about his 
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antiquated ideals, his politic beliefs (Sylvia implied that he was a Socialist, an accusation 
that upset the General), the «white lies» (495) he had told him, and finally answers 
Christopher’s question, «what is a man to do if his wife is unfaithful?»: 
 
The general said as if it were an insult: 
“Divorce the harlot! Or live with her!...” […] What sort of a fellow wouldn’t see that? 
(492) 
 
To Christopher’s objection that there used to be «on the part of the man… a 
certain… Call it… parade!», the General answers that «there had better be no more 
parades» (492). 
It has been remarked that, when other characters abuse Christopher, it «only marks 
the degree of their own moral degradation».
231
 Campion ultimately despises Tietjens 
because the former is as hypocrite as any man of his time. Everyone is expected to think 
and act within this frame; even Mrs Wannop, who is an altogether positive characters, acts 
as a hypocrite and unethical person.
232
 Hypocrisy is an important aspect of the book, as the 
title of the tetralogy itself hints, with the double meaning (triple, if we consider the military 
sense) of parade as a despicable mystification and as Christopher’s antiquate ideals.233 
The hypocritical attitude of those who «live according to appearances» reveals itself 
precisely in the blind pursuing of one’s personal success and the discarding of friends and 
acquaintances once they are no longer useful for one’s purpose. The attitude of Macmaster 
in relation to Mrs Duchemin, who becomes his lover while she is still married to the insane 
Reverend Duchemin and marries him the day after her husband’s death, stands out in harsh 
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contrast with Christopher’s and Valentine’s relationship, which is «a deeply poignant love 
story» and is not consummated until years from their first meeting.
234
 
Valentine is swallowed in the spiral of the gossip about Christopher, and is rumoured 
to have had a child by him. The rumour, conveniently overstated by Christopher’s enemies, 
is reported as an incontrovertible fact to Christopher’s father, who later allegedly commits 
suicide (the ambiguity of his death is not cleared until The Last Post). The way Mr Tietjens 
thinks exemplifies the way a respectable country gentleman should think:  
 
Mr Tietjens was a reasonable man: not reasonable enough to doubt Ruggles’ 
circumstantial history.
235
 He believed implicitly in the great book—which has been 
believed in by several generations of country gentlemen: he perceived that his brilliant 
son had made no advancement commensurate with either his brilliance or his 
influence: he suspected that brilliance was synonymous with reprehensible tendencies. 
Moreover, his old friend, General ffolliott, had definitely told him some days before 
that he ought to enquire into the goings on of Christopher. On being pressed ffolliott 
had, also definitely, stated that Christopher was suspected of very dishonourable 
dealings, both in money and women. Ruggles’ allegations came, therefore, as a 
definite confirmation of suspicions that appeared only too well backed up. […] 
A soberly but deeply religious man, Mr Tietjens’ very religion made him believe in 
Christopher’s guilt. He knew that it is as difficult for a rich man to go to heaven as it 
is for a camel to go through the gate in Jerusalem called the Needle’s Eye. He humbly 
hoped that his Maker would receive him amongst the pardoned. Then, since he was a 
rich – an enormously rich – man, his sufferings on this earth must be very great… 
(209-10) 
 
Christopher’s sentimentalism emerges in No More Parades as a feeling of unity and 
care for the soldiers, as 
 
he and Sergeant-Major Cowley had looked after [their men] with a great deal of 
tenderness, superintending their morale; their morals, their feet, their digestions, their 
impatiences, their desires for women… (296) 
 
As Calderaro points out, to be sentimental «is not a mere perfunctory emotion but 
truly-felt respect, pietas»; it is the same feeling that connect him, in the trenches, with his 
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men, without rhetoric and condescension.
236
 But not even in the trenches he is freed of 
malicious gossip: the insane Captain McKechnie accuses him of selling his wife to 
advance his career (299), and Colonel Levin engages in a long, embarrassed speech to 
inform him implicitly that Sylvia herself has come to the camp (328-34). 
Another layer of the basic opposition between reality and appearances is the distance 
between civilians (in particular those that occupy a position of power) and soldiers in war-
time. As is remarked by Christopher himself, for them «the game is more than the players 
of the game»; they are careless not only to the life condition of soldiers, but to their very 
lives, which they are willing to sacrifice without regrets (305-6). The desperate condition 
in which Christopher’s draft has to operate is epitomized in the impossibility to obtain the 
required fire-extinguishers because of a bureaucratic impasse (444-5); the emphasis on 
appearance over practicality is shown in the habit of the troops to «use the brush they clean 
their buttons with for their teeth so as to have a clean toothbrush to show the medical 
officer» (398).
237
 Christopher realizes that the war will destroy the «gentility», which is « 
not worth a flea’s jump», and that «[t]here won’t be any more parades after this war. There 
aren’t any now» (368).  
During his time in the base camp, while waiting for orders, he evokes his parting 
from Sylvia and begins to realize that, if his wife had meant to leave him forever, he was 
free to be with Valentine (345); Sylvia’s appearance at the camp shatters this illusion, but 
only momentarily. He admits to himself that «[h]e had never realized that he had a passion 
for the girl till that morning» in which Sylvia faced him with the accusation that she was 
her mistress (349). Back in 1912, the presence of the girl, who is «the only intelligent 
living soul [he has] met for years» (127), aroused in him unexpected feelings as they rode 
into her cart in a misty morning; discovering «that Valentine is a woman with whom he 
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can talk easily», he felt «a momentary urge to free himself from […] convention»: the 
«forty-eight and three-quarter hours» he has to pass with her can be 
 
[a] holiday from himself above all: a holiday from his standards: from his convention 
with himself. From clear observation: from exact thought: from knocking over all the 
skittles of the exactitudes of others: from the suppression of emotions… From all the 
wearinesses that made him intolerable to himself… He felt his limbs lengthen, as if 
they too had relaxed.
 (129)
 
 
This dream was shattered by the apparition of General Campion, who was driving 
recklessly in his car with Lady Claudine. The car, emerging from the thick fog, appeared to 
Tietjens as «a black-lacquered tea-tray» (139), and the collision with the cart resulted both 
in the serious wounding of the horse and in the two of them being seen together, a fact that 
would increment the gossip around them.
238
 
At the end of A Man Could Stand Up –, Christopher and Valentine are reunited 
during Armistice Day, and the end of the war possibly means also the end of Sylvia’s 
persecution of the couple (645-74). Christopher’s apartment, emptied of all the furniture by 
Sylvia, who has gone to live in Groby, is the place where he finally accepts his feelings for 
Valentine, because 
 
[t]he war had made a man of him! It had coarsened him and hardened him. There was 
no other way to look at it. It had made him reach a point at which he would no longer 
stand unbearable things. (668)
239
 
 
Although being repeatedly described as a man-mad, wicked woman, Sylvia also lives 
in a world where appearances are more important than reality. Her condition is perhaps 
even more alienating than Christopher’s: she considers that most of her friends are chaste, 
but have to behave as if they had 
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a light vapour of the airs and habits of the brothel […]. The public demanded that… a 
light vapour, like the slight traces of steam that she had seen glutinously adhering to 
the top of the water in the crocodile-houses of the Zoo. (150)
240
 
 
They live to appear in illustrated papers, and not only as victims of unwanted gossip, 
but consciously building their public image or, as in Sylvia’s case, plotting against their 
lovers or husbands. For her part, Sylvia lives the only way she knows, following the rules 
of a hypocritical society and believing that all men are like Gerald Drake, the married man 
who seduced her and who is possibly the father of her child; Christopher upsets her 
because he does not fit into this stereotype and because he refuses to react to any of her 
provocations. 
 
Occasionally Sylvia was worried to know why people—as they sometimes did—told 
her that her husband had great gifts. To her he was merely unaccountable. His actions 
and opinions seemed simply the products of caprice—like her own; and, since she 
knew that most of her own manifestations were a matter of contrariety, she abandoned 
the habit of thinking much about him. 
But gradually and dimly she began to see that Tietjens had, at least, a consistency of 
character and a rather unusual knowledge of life. This came to her when she had to 
acknowledge that their move to the Inn of Court had been a social success and had 
suited herself. (153-4) 
 
From her civilian point of view, she is marvelled at the fact that someone can 
command her husband, and she cannot take the war seriously.
241
 The last act she does in 
contempt of Christopher is to have the ancient Groby tree cut down. She thinks about 
giving up with her revengeful plans when she realizes that Christopher really intends to 
spend the rest of his life with Valentine (789, 794). 
The «imperturbable, omniscient candidate for Anglican sainthood» that Christopher 
was at the beginning of the novel is, at the end of The Last Post, a «weary, “dejected 
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bulldog”» (835), but he has «gained in humanity» and has lost «his illusion of 
independence». The ultimate shattering of the old “parade” is seen in both a positive light –
« everyone is potentially equal»; but this world also dangerously lacks a fixed structure, 
even if it were only a «mystification», to prevent «the warfare that vanity and jealousy may 
provoke».
242
 
 
 
 
3. Marriage, Sexuality and the Role of Women: Maintaining Wholeness in a 
Collapsing World 
It has already been underlined that the love triangle between the three main 
characters is one of the pillars on which the novel is built;
243
 one of its themes is indeed the 
relationship between the sexes and how those interactions are influenced by the war. As 
Gerald Levin points out, «the sexual conflict in each of the characters» is the main source 
of action in the novel.
244
 In these terms, the tetralogy spans from an era of concealed, 
hypocritical passions, of «decayed romanticism» (symbolized by the Rossetti poem 
Christopher tears to pieces in the first pages of Some Do Not…) to the post coitum tristis 
foretold and feared by Reverend Duchemin, the mad parson.
245
 Sexual decay is a major 
theme of the novel; the entire historical moment is characterized by «a misdirected 
sexuality».
246
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Ford knew and loved a number of strong, socially committed women; Violet Hunt 
and Stella Bowen are examples of them. Hunt in particular was a suffragette, a group Ford 
knew well and on which he had strong opinions.
247
 In the novels, he addresses the question 
whether «integrity of character, identified with sexual wholeness, can be maintained in a 
collapsing world».
248
 
In Parade’s End, as well as in his other fiction, Ford displays basically two types of 
women, one inexperienced, innocent and sweet, the other revengeful and fierce.
249
 The 
former is exemplified by Valentine Wannop; illustrations of the latter are Sylvia and her 
“double”, Mrs Duchemin. Sylvia is an adult woman who is very self-assured and is 
confident in her power over men; she is beautiful and sensuous. On the other hand, 
Valentine is frequently compared to a boy and has very little sensuality.
250
 Ultimately, 
marriage and love are unmistakably separated, the one being represented by Sylvia, «the 
adulteress», the other embodied by Valentine, her «emotional counterweight».
251
 
The two women are «psychological counterparts in Christopher’s drama»; they have 
elements in common (they are both physically fit and, each in her own way, disagree of the 
war) but are «opposed in their sexuality». Valentine is «the virginal Atalanta who raced to 
preserve her chastity»; Sylvia is «a cold, unfulfilled Artemis whose emotions have been 
directed into a sadic need to destroy a virility she cannot master».
252
 They also represent 
the old world and the new one, and ultimately death (Sylvia both as the destroyer and the 
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representative of a sterile, dying establishment) and life (in The Last Post, Valentine is 
symbolically pregnant).
253
 
As we have already pointed out, Christopher did not marry for love, but for the sake 
of appearances. He was aware from the beginning of the possibility to come across another 
woman and fall in love with her, and conscious of the inconveniency of this eventuality. 
The meeting with Valentine is foreshadowed not only by Christopher himself (11), but by 
Father Consett, who, in the second chapter of the first novel, predicts that «[Sylvia’s] hell 
on earth will come when her husband goes running, blind, head down, mad after another 
woman» (42). 
The context of Valentine’s meeting with Christopher is highly symbolical, golf being 
«a highly ritualized and mainly masculine and upper-class game».
254
 Their meeting is 
recollected through a dialogue between Christopher and Macmaster, in which the figure of 
the girl is built by bits of information: Miss Wannop is «the late Professor Wannop’s 
daughter» and «also the daughter of the novelist», she has «supported herself for a year 
after the Professor’s death as a domestic servant» and now is «housemaid for her mother, 
the novelist, in an inexpensive cottage»; Christopher assumes that these experiences 
«would make her desire to better the lot of her sex». She is an athletic, energetic young 
woman who «holds the quarter-mile, half-mile, high jump, long jump and putting the 
weight records for East Sussex», and that «explains how she went over that dyke in such 
tidy style» (46). 
Christopher’s first impression of Valentine is of «someone, breathing a little heavily 
from small lungs, […] standing close to him and watching him» while he plays golf. It is 
also significant that she is dressed as a boy, wearing a «cap-rim» and «a pair of boy’s white 
sand-shoes». Valentine immediately identifies Tietjens as a Tory, and knows that he would 
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«object on principle» to their cause, but nonetheless wouldn’t «let a girl be manhandled», 
and therefore asks for his help. Tietjens accepts immediately, regardless of the fact that this 
could endanger his reputation. While some of the other members of the golf party, in 
particular the vulgar «city men», chase Valentine’s companion shouting «Strip the bitch 
naked!» (67), he runs to save her, «like a rhinoceros seeing purple», when he hears 
«[s]creams protesting against physical violence» (68). He ends up saving both Gertie and 
the policeman who was reluctantly chasing her to keep up appearances; but the ruins his 
own reputation, because everyone assumes that he helped the suffragettes because 
Valentine (whom he had never met before and will not meet in private for years) was his 
mistress. 
Valentine is presented as an athletic, no-nonsense young woman, who was forced by 
her father’s untimely death to work as a maid for a while (and she still helps out Mrs 
Duchemin during her receptions), in order to support her mother and her younger brother. 
Being a suffragette and also, after the outbreak of war, a pacifist, she is «as unconventional 
as she can well be in her time»,
255
 but she is also very naïve, and has only second-hand 
experience of any sexual matter. Valentine’s «sexlessness», closely related to her being a 
suffragette,
256
 is opposed to Sylvia’s sensuality and manifest femininity.257  It is in her 
presence, during the ride in the fog, that Christopher, too, decides to «break all 
conventions» (163). On this occasion, Christopher admires her bravery in jumping in the 
fog, impenetrable as «deep water», «snow» or «tissue paper» (124), to look for a sign or an 
indication: it is something «he couldn’t have faced» (128). He also realizes that «that girl 
down there is the only intelligent living soul [he has] met for years», and that «she and 
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Sylvia were the only two human beings he had met for years whom he could respect», the 
latter a «remorseless enemy», the former a «sure screen» (128).
258
 
As Julian Barnes observes, Valentine «shares so much with Tietjens»: they are both 
Latinists and «lovers of frugality».
259
 They also share the premonition of disaster that 
comes from a family curse: Christopher will die «of a broken neck or of a broken heart» 
(177) as Groby’s heir, and Valentine has 
 
inherited the Wannop ill-luck […] The real Wannops… they’ve been executed, and 
attaindered, and falsely accused and killed in carriage accidents and married 
adventurers or died penniless like father. (83-4) 
 
They share obviously the ignominy of being society’s parias, victim as they are of a 
«sexual ferocity» which «is the result of a cultural decadence».
260
 They both appreciate 
such values as the knowledge of Latin and physical fitness.
261
 
More than that, Christopher and Valentine «implicitly summon an English national 
character whose roots Parade’s End thrusts into the ancient past», being the preservers of 
an ideal that goes beyond politics (on which ground they are incompatible, since he is a 
Tory and she a suffragette).
262
 They are «those who “do not”», that means «those who seek 
to preserve their sexual integrity in a world of rampant sexuality».
263
 
It could not be stressed enough that the relationship bonding Christopher and 
Valentine has a completely different character from Christopher’s marriage to Sylvia. In 
fact, marriage is symbolically linked to war, through the figure of Sylvia.
264
 On the other 
hand, thinking of Valentine when he is in the trenches literally saves his life: «He was 
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going to live […] With Valentine Wannop. Because of Valentine Wannop!» (633); she 
ultimately embodies Christopher’s desire for peace.265 
The character of Valentine is built on her as Christopher’s female counterpart in 
being faithful to a “parade”, even if she never calls her with this name; she believes in the 
ideal of chastity, and her love for Christopher remains platonic for six years since their first 
encounter. She has been a servant maid and a suffragette, but she upholds her belief in 
chastity: «in spite of it all I’m pure! Chaste, you know… Perfectly virtuous» (82). She 
suffers «a double sexual shock», one before the events of the novels and the other in the 
second part of Some Do Not…: as a maid, she not only witnessed the perennial 
drunkenness of the cook, but «was subjected to the coarseness and crudities of the men of 
the house»; and, later, Mrs Duchemin shatters her conviction that she and Macmaster were 
entertaining a tender and platonic relationship by asking her the details of abortion.
266
 
This is «the great shock, the turning-point, of Valentine Wannop’s life» (229), since 
she had figured Mrs Duchemin and Macmaster to suffer the same melancholy and feel the 
same delicate feelings she felt for Christopher. She believed Mrs Duchemin when she had 
lauded the beauties of chastity, «to preserve in word, thought and action a lifelong fidelity» 
(85). In fact, «[t]he passion of Macmaster for Edith Ethel and of Edith Ethel for Macmaster 
had seemed to her one of the beautiful things of life» (231). 
This makes her feelings for Christopher change: «what became of her beautiful 
inclination towards Tietjens, for she couldn’t regard it as anything more?» (231). «The war 
and Mrs Duchemin», the narrator says, «had turned Tietjens into far more of a man and far 
less of an inclination» (233). Her sense of morality feels deteriorated: 
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She was then, she knew, so nicely balanced that, had [Christopher] said, “Will you to-
night be my mistress?” she would have said “Yes”; for it was as if they had been, 
really, at the end of the world. 
 
Valentine is appeased by Christopher’s «abstention», and she feels «[t]he 
deterioration that she knew Mrs Duchemin to have worked in her mind was assuaged» 
(267). But another shock is waiting for her: having called Christopher on the phone on 
behalf of her mother, it is Sylvia who picks up, and tells her (with a voice with «no human 
quality») to «keep off the grass», because «Mrs Duchemin is already [her] husband’s 
mistress» (270).
267
 
After acknowledging with Christopher, at the end of Some Do Not…, that they are in 
fact of the sort that “does not”, Valentine is physically absent in No More Parades, but has 
a consistent presence in A Man Could Stand Up –, where she is Physical Instructress in a 
girls’ school; she has never had a lover and she fears she will conduct a «nunlike»  life 
forever: 
 
No one even had ever tried to seduce her. That was certainly because she was so 
clean-run. She didn’t obviously offer — What was it the fellow called it? — promise 
of pneumatic bliss to the gentlemen with sergeant-majors’ horse-shoe moustaches and 
gurglish voices! She never would. Then perhaps she would never marry. And never be 
seduced! (513) 
 
Christopher’s return and the fact that Sylvia appears to have abandoned him (she has 
removed all the furniture in their apartment), makes it possible for them to live together. 
This decision leads to the final station in her development, the pregnant, fearful Valentine 
of The Last Post. 
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In the fourth book, Valentine’s life is presented as hard and anguishing. The events 
that occurred after the conclusion of A Man Could Stand Up – are revealed. Everything on 
Armistice Night went wrong: McKechnie, one of the officers who had joined Christopher 
to celebrate the end of the war, «had gone raving mad», the wife of another of them «had 
been rude to Valentine», an elderly colonel had died. Then Sylvia came with the 
announcement «that she was going to be operated on for cancer so that with their sensitive 
natures they could hardly contemplate going to bed together at that moment» (776). Then, 
Valentine had to insist to live in the Sussex country cottage with Christopher, his brother 
and his brother’s wife («There had seemed to be no understanding them then… […] 
[Christopher] insisted that she should go home with her mother. The girl kept saying that 
on no account would she leave Christopher», 772); she then cried because that life was 
«dreadful» (773). 
Valentine has «patched clothes and collapsing underwear», and lives a frugal life that 
makes her doubt whether they will succeed to feed their unborn child. She is in constant 
fear that she might lose Christopher’s love, and is haunted by the thought of Sylvia, who 
then comes to their cottage for her last attempt at destroying their life.
268
 Her anxiety could 
easily ruin her life and Christopher’s, but «the dying Mark speaks to her […], warning her 
not to poison Christopher's life and her child's with sharp abuse», thus opening a fragile 
prospect of hope for the future.
269
 
The personality of Sylvia stands in stark contrast with Valentine’s. Presented at first 
as a heartless Nemesis (she is compared to Astarte (37) and La Belle Dame Sans Merci, 
386), driven by «sexual cruelty» (714) to harass her husband, she is ultimately a victim of 
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the society. Far from being a wholly evil woman, she is presented with her own personal 
dilemmas.270 
She has always lived in a society where people exploit and thread over each other in 
order to achieve what they want, and has learned both to behave as such and to defend 
herself behind a shield of coldness and indifference. She is said to be «man-mad» (147), « 
like her intimates, […] female front benchers of one side or other»: 
 
They went about in bands with, as it were, a cornfield of feather boas floating above 
them, though to be sure no one wore feather boas; they shortened their hairs and their 
skirts and flattened, as far as possible, their chest developments, which does give, oh, 
you know… a certain… They adopted demeanours as like as possible—and yet how 
unlike—to those of waitresses in tea-shops frequented by city men. (148) 
 
Such liaisons spring from the current fashion rather than out of passion, and the 
«hasty marriages» some of her acquaintances contracted were «hardly ever the result of 
either passion or temperamental lewdness», but «of the more informal type of dance, of 
inexperience and champagne». Her own relationship with Drake actually started as a rape – 
«she had certainly been taken advantage of», even if «after the event passion had 
developed». The night before her own hasty marriage with Christopher, another sort of 
rape took place: «she had only involuntarily to think of that night and she would stop dead, 
speaking or walking, drive her nails into her palms and groan slightly», her «mental 
agony» mixed with «the longing for the brute who had mangled her», and the subsequent 
longing «to experience again that dreadful feeling», but «not with Drake» (149). 
Sylvia’s power over men is sexual, and she is frustrated by her incapacity to manipulate 
Christopher, «the only man she has desired whose inner self she could neither penetrate nor 
possess».
271
 She misunderstands him and «wishes to believe that Christopher has been moved 
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by uncontrollable lusts»;272 when she understands that he is above all that, she tries to make 
him «act at the level of her own passions». Her sadism towards him derives from her own 
sexual frustration.
273
 She sees the war in psycho-sexual terms as an agapemone,
274
 and 
Christopher oddly and unconsciously agrees with her, seeking to protect the man he 
commands from «sexual enslavement», the same thing he «has retreated from».
275
 
Parallel to Sylvia in many ways, Mrs Duchemin is a hypocritical «Pre-Raphaelite 
siren».
276
 Her sexual hypocrisy is evident in the patina of her liaison with Macmaster, «a 
passionately soulful, spiritually chaste union of high minds, or so at least they will pretend 
to themselves and each other».
277
 She models her attitude on the Pre-Raphaelite models 
who inspired in the poets and the painters the feelings that Christopher despised and 
criticized at the beginning of Some Do Not…., but behind her mask there is a «hysterical, 
vulgar and spiteful» personality.
278
 
Her relationship with Macmaster stand in contrast to Christopher and Valentine’s; 
they manage to keep social discredit away from them with subterfuges, deceptions and lies, 
while Christopher and Valentine are the victims of social contempt both before they are 
actually engaged in a relationship and after they decide to live openly together.
279
 
In spite of being one of the main forces that drive the action in the tetralogy,
280
 sex is 
indirectly spoken of and never described. In fact, characters use circumlocutions and 
elliptical sentences, even when inner speeches are reported. Those ellipses may account for 
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the character’s incapacity to deal with this subject, or emphasize the importance of what is 
not said, or both.
281
 
Examples of such reticence are available throughout the novels. Even minor 
characters, such as Sylvia and Christopher’s son, whose point-of-view appears briefly in 
The Last Post, are characterized by reticence when thinking of sexual matters; for example, 
comparing his mother’s riding skills with Diana’s, Michael Mark associates the goddess 
with virginity, and immediately censors the thought: «Diana, that’s what she was… Well, 
no, Diana was…» (714). 
Other characters make explicit statements only when they are admittedly upset, such 
as General Campion is when Sylvia reveals to him Christopher’s alleged socialism: 
 
It explains everything. […] You tell me he seduced the little Wannop girl… The last 
person in the world he should have seduced… Ain’t there millions of other women?… 
He got you sold up, didn’t he?… Along with keeping a girl in a tobacco-shop… By 
Jove, I almost lent him… offered to lend him money on that occasion… You can 
forgive a young man for going wrong with women… We all do… We’ve all set up 
girls in tobacco-shops in our time… But, damn it all, if the fellow’s a Socialist it puts 
a different complexion… I could forgive him even for the little Wannop girl, if he 
wasn’t… But… Good God, isn’t it just the thing that a dirty-minded Socialist would 
do?… To seduce the daughter of his father’s oldest friend, next to me… Or perhaps 
Wannop was an older friend than me… (410) 
 
As we can see, General Campion’s speech is composed of very short sentences or 
phrases, each ending with suspension points, which both convey the idea of his shock and 
suggest the circularity of his thoughts and his incapacity to reflect clearly. An outburst of 
scatological rage occurs when, at the end of a long interview, Christopher asks him «what 
is a man to do if his wife is unfaithful to him»: «Divorce the harlot!» 
Then again, the night before Christopher leaves for war, Macmaster begs him to tell 
Valentine that he loves her and promises to take care of her. Being affected by the usual 
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aphasia of Ford’s characters when talking about love, he can only allude to it, and only an 
attentive reader, aware of the context, can decipher what the interrupted sentences actually 
mean and fill the ellipsis: 
 
“Tell her…” he said… “Good God! You may be killed… I beg you… I beg you to 
believe… I will… Like the apple of my eye…” In the swift glance that Tietjens took 
of his face he could see that Macmaster’s eyes were full of tears. (287) 
 
Christopher and Sylvia are, in different ways, the most straightforward characters; 
the former talks explicitly of seducing young women (18, 281, 629) and making them 
one’s mistresses (88); but it is clear in his statements that his code of conduct does not 
allow or approve of such unseemly behaviour. His declarations are almost always followed 
or built around negation: 
 
I stand for monogamy and chastity. And for no talking about it. Of course, if a man 
who’s a man wants to have a woman, he has her. And again, no talking about it. He’d 
no doubt be in the end better, and better off, if he didn’t. Just as it would probably be 
better for him if he didn’t have the second glass of whisky and soda. (18, my 
emphasis) 
 
If then a man who’s a man wants to have a woman… Damn it, he doesn’t! (281, my 
emphasis) 
 
You seduced a young woman in order to be able to finish your talks with her. (629) 
 
Right after proposing Valentine to be his mistress, «gasping […], like a fish», he is  
conscious that they are not actually going to consummate their union: 
 
“That’s women!” he said with the apparently imbecile enigmaticality of the old and 
the hardened. “Some do!” He spat into the grass; said “Ah!” then added: “Some do 
not!” (280) 
 
As we have seen in the previous chapter, he eventually changes his mind about 
taking Valentine as his mistress, but his resolution is painfully impeded by hesitations and 
afterthoughts: 
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It would be reprehensible to write to Valentine Wannop. The act of the cold-blooded 
seducer. (631) 
 
He was going to write to Valentine Wannop: “Hold yourself at my disposal. Please. 
Signed…” Reprehensible! Worse than reprehensible! You do not seduce the child of 
your father’s oldest friend. (632) 
 
Or no: by Heavens, he could not write to her! […]  Wouldn’t it make it infinitely 
worse for her to know that his love for her had been profound and immutable? (635) 
 
Even when he appears to be set out on seducing Valentine at last, when the active 
desire of her overcomes his passiveness,
282
 a phone call from her mother rekindles the 
ashes of his doubts: «How could he continue to…  to entertain designs on the daughter of 
this voice?…  But he did. He couldn’t. He did. He couldn’t. He did…» (665). But he at last 
acknowledges to himself that « her being united to his by a current. He had always felt that 
her being was united to his by a current. This then was the day!» (668), and at least speaks 
honestly and clearly to Valentine’s mother: 
 
Mrs Wannop… If Valentine and I can, we will… But to-day’s to-day!… If we can’t 
we can find a hole to get into… I’ve heard of an antiquity shop near Bath. No special 
regularity of life is demanded of old furniture dealers. We should be quite happy! I 
have also been recommended to apply for a vice-consulate. In Toulon, I believe. I’m 
quite capable of taking a practical hold of life! (668) 
 
Ultimately, what Christopher leaves unsaid is due to his sense of decency, and what 
he says explicitly derives from an urge to be honest. 
As we have already hinted, Sylvia is characterized by an overtly sexual attitude, and 
her thoughts and words, as well as those of the other characters about her, are often 
characterized by a comparative and unusual explicitness. For example, her pre-marital 
intercourse with Christopher in a railway carriage is vividly remembered by him: 
 
Because he had had physical contact with this woman before he married her! In a 
railway carriage; coming down from the Dukeries. An extravagantly beautiful girl! 
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Where was the physical attraction of her gone to now? Irresistible; reclining back as 
the shires rushed past… His mind said that she had lured him on. His intellect put the 
idea from him. No gentleman thinks such things of his wife. (121-2) 
 
On the other hand, her own recalling of her last intercourse with her former lover is 
alluded through the memories of his dark face and «the thin night-gown ripping off her 
shoulder» (149). 
In Some Do Not…, she talks to her husband in very explicit terms, facing him in a 
matter-of-fact tone with the accusation of having seduced the young Valentine, which he 
denies «quite indifferently» (164). The narrator then specifies: 
 
They played that comedy occasionally, for it is impossible for two people to live in the 
same house and not have some common meeting ground. So they would each talk: 
sometimes talking at great length and with politeness, each thinking his or her 
thoughts till they drifted into silence. (164) 
 
The «comedy» they play is disrupted by Sylvia’s eruption of hatred, when she 
accuses him of having treated her like a mare ridden «for miles with too tight a curb-chain 
and its tongue cut almost in half». Then she declares their «playacting» suspended and 
demands that they speak clearly to each other: 
 
“Oh, Christopher,” she said, “don’t carry on that old playacting. I shall never see you 
again, very likely, to speak to. You’ll sleep with the Wannop girl to-night: you’re 
going out to be killed to-morrow. Let’s be straight for the next ten minutes or so. And 
give me your attention. The Wannop girl can spare that much if she’s to have all the 
rest…” (173) 
 
This leads only to further incomprehension, and notably to Sylvia’s sarcastic 
imitation of Christopher’s polite and euphemistic way of speaking, calling her own 
seduction of him a “trepanning” (an archaic expression meaning “tricking”, “trapping”). 
In No More Parades, Sylvia is heavily distressed: her thoughts circle endlessly 
around the idea of seducing Christopher. She cannot forgive him his forgiveness: 
«Christopher is playing at being our Lord calling on the woman taken in adultery» (380). 
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The issue at stake is the entire purpose of her life, and she obsessively returns on the 
subject in her thoughts. She reveals herself as a disruptive force in her explicit talking: she 
addresses her former lover, Potty Perowne, with straightforwardness («one owes 
something… a parting scene, if nothing else… Well, something… to a man one’s been in 
bed with…» (386)), and boldly recognizes the uncertain status of her child’s paternity 
(«Blessed Mary!… You’ve given it me in the neck… Yet you could not name a father for 
your child, and I can name two…» (405)). She says to herself that even General Campion, 
«that extinct volcano», is «undressing [her] with his eyes full of blood veins», and finds it 
inconceivable that Christopher should not (441). 
The final paragraph of the section is devoted to her meandering stream of 
consciousness, when she dances with Christopher: the explicitness that has characterized 
her until now is partially withdrawn and «euphemistic suspension periods» take the place 
of words like “making love”:283 
 
In his arms!… Of course, dancing is not really… But so near the real thing! So near! 
[…] He had pressed her tighter… All these months without… My lord did me 
honour… […] He knew she had almost kissed him on the lips… And that his lips had 
almost responded… (443) 
 
 The link between dancing and sex is carried further («She had almost kissed him on 
the lips… All but! Effleurer, the French call it… But she was not as humble…»), and the 
pressure of having almost accomplished her goal causes her thoughts to interrupts and 
follow one another with little logical consequence. 
In The Last Post, Sylvia returns to be a disinhibited woman, for example when she 
teases General Campion: «If I divorce Christopher, will you marry me?», and he refuses 
«with the vehemence of a shocked hen» (779). Her shrewdness is placated when she learns 
that Valentine is with child, and says «sobbing»: 
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I say again, as God hears me, I never thought to harm your child… His child… But 
any woman’s… Not harm a child… I have a fine one, but I wanted another… Their 
littleness… The riding has done it… (827)284  
 
In no other character sexual reticence is as important or underlined as in Valentine; 
her inner indecisiveness and contradictions are evident starting from her name: the name 
“Valentine” suggests a loving, romantic nature that is contradicted by her surname, 
decomposable in the words “Wan-” (meaning “feeble”, “pale”), and “-nop”, which sounds 
as “nope”, and is therefore a negation. 
In Some Do Not…, she suffers from contrasting impulses and confused situations: on 
the one hand her story with Christopher «had begun in nothing and in nothing had ended», 
on the other «it had progressed enough» (263); in theory, she regards herself as an 
advocate of «enlightened promiscuity», but «[a]ctually she thought very little about the 
matter» (264). She prizes chastity because, having been brought up to love cleanliness and 
«proficiency of body», she admires abnegation (264); the sexual shocks she suffers, and 
the horrible doubt she is made to feel about a liaison between Mrs Duchemin and 
Christopher, destabilize her own confidence. 
The fact that «she had neither image or conception» of «the physical side of love» is 
also conveyed by the fact that neither she nor Christopher speak explicitly of love, during 
the development of their relationship (266-7). In her mind, «every word that he had 
spoken» to her «has been a ling in a love-speech», which «passed in impulses; warmths; 
rigors of the skin», without any real «mention of the word “love”» (267). When she thinks 
about sexual matters, given her practical ignorance, she examines the question in a 
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detached, impersonal manner; when her mind is faced with the prospect of becoming 
Christopher’s mistress, words fail her: 
 
But there was in it a sofa with cushions… With her head upon those cushions, 
perhaps… If he came home with her! Late!… 
Her mother was saying: He’s a splendid fellow… A root idea for a war baby article… 
If a Tommy was a decent fellow he abstained because he didn’t want to leave his girl 
in trouble… If he wasn’t he chanced it because it might be his last chance… 
“A message to me!” Valentine said to herself. “But which sentence…” She moved, 
absently, all the cushions to one end of the sofa. (272-3) 
 
Valentine unconsciously arranges the cushions on the sofa for her hypothetical love-
meeting with Christopher, and this image recurs later, when she is reflecting on the 
opportunity to accept to become his mistress: 
 
And then! The mother a dead, heavy sleeper; the brother dead drunk. One in the 
morning! He couldn’t refuse her! Blackness: cushions! She had arranged the cushions, 
she remembered. Arranged them subconsciously! Blackness! Heavy sleep; dead 
drunkenness!… Horrible!… A disgusting affair! An affair of Ealing… It shall make 
her one with all the stuff to fill graveyards… (274, my emphasis) 
 
She desires and fears to make a decision, even if Christopher has not made her any 
proposal yet. Her anxiety is manifest in the interrupted sentences and the elliptical phrases 
(sometimes constituted only by a word or two), and in the ominous association between the 
«blackness» and the cushions. The first action she does when she sees him is to «ca[tch] 
him fiercely by the arm; for the moment he belonged […] to her!»; after having established 
her possession of him, she asks him whether Mrs Duchemin has been his lover. 
Significantly, the narrator does not report the dialogue: «Words passed, but words could no 
more prove an established innocence than words can enhance a love that exists». Nor does 
he report the exact reply of Christopher: 
 
The greatest love speech he had ever made and could ever make her was when, 
harshly and angrily, he said something like: 
“Certainly not. I imagined you knew me better!” (275)  
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To his brother Mark, she considers: «“It’s as if the whole world had conspired… like 
a carpenter’s vice—to force us…” she was going to say “together”». Mark Tietjens insists 
that she become in fact his brother’s mistress, because she was «made for him» comparing 
her to what Beatrice was for Dante (278). A moment later, Christopher grips her arm in 
return and, «gasping too, like a fish», asks her to be his mistress before he returns to France 
on the morrow. She accepts enthusiastically, but instead of saying: «Oh, my darling, I have 
wanted you so much…» as she wanted, she says: «I have arranged the cushions…», thus 
making clear and explicit what the cushions really signified in her mind. 
As we have already mentioned, they are not going to consummate their love that 
evening; their dialogue is rich in hesitations, euphemisms, and ellipses: 
 
He had exclaimed: 
“It’s perhaps too… untidy…” 
She had said: 
“Yes! Yes… Ugly… Too… oh… private!” 
He said, he remembered: 
“But… for ever…” 
She said, in a great hurry: 
“But when you come back… Permanently. And… oh, as if it were in public… I don’t 
know,” she had added. “Ought we?… I’d be ready…” She added: “I will be ready for 
anything you ask.” 
He had said at some time: “But obviously… Not under this roof…” And he had 
added: “We’re the sort that… do not!” 
She had answered, quickly too: 
“Yes – that’s it. We’re that sort!” (283) 
 
Even the simplest declaration of love is left unsaid; Valentine says: «From the first 
moment I set eyes on you…», and he later repeats: «From the first moment». (284-5) 
In A Man Could Stand Up –, which takes place several years after the conclusive 
events of Some Do Not…, Valentine avoids even to think of Christopher’s name, because 
she feels he has insulted her, «in one way or the other», by not writing to her (515). When 
she learns from Edith Ethel that he has come back from the trenches, she is momentarily 
crushed by the «overwhelming» thought of the «Bear […] with rolling grey shoulders that 
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with their intolerable problems pushed you and your own problems out of the road». She is 
frightened by Edith Ethel’s report, according to which he is «obviously dotty», nothing 
more than a «ponderous, grey, intellectual mass». (517) She refuses to pronounce his name 
in her mind, and thinks of him as «the grey mass» or «the grey Problem» (518-9). Then, 
after the realization that Sylvia has abandoned him, she considers the possibility to live 
with him. When this possibility concretes itself, then again her thoughts on the matter 
remain unfinished: 
 
She closed the door as delicately as if she were kissing him on the lips. It was a 
symbol. It was Armistice Day. She ought to go away; instead she had shut the door 
on… Not on Armistice Day! What was it like to be… changed! […] She was going to 
pass her day beside a madman; her night, too… (647) 
 
She ought to telephone to her mother to inform that Eminence in untidy black with 
violet tabs here and there of the grave step that her daughter was… 
What was her daughter going to do? (648) 
 
Was it blasphemy to quote Shakespeare when one was going to… Perhaps bad taste. 
(649) 
 
If she were certain she would have no hope of preserving her… Of remaining… 
Afraid and unable to move. (652) 
 
 
The repetition of the sentence «My beloved is mine and I am his!» shows her slow, 
conscious acceptance of the consequences of her decision; in a telephone conversation with 
her mother, she says slowly, «trying to get truth home»: «I believe that I shall die if I 
cannot live with him» (653). And finally, dancing with him on Armistice Day’s evening, 
Valentine’s last unfinished sentence constitutes the conclusion of the novel and, for some, 
the conclusion of Parade’s End: «On an elephant. A dear, meal-sack elephant. She was 
setting out on…» (674). 
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4. War, Patriotism and Pacifism: The Final Holocaust 
Parade’s End is different from the other war novels that were authored in the 
aftermath of the conflict, such as Robert Graves’s Good-Bye to All That or Ernest 
Hemingway’s A Farewell to Arms (both 1929): in the first place, it is not the most hectic 
and violent moments of the conflict that are at the centre of attention; secondly, Ford «uses 
and interprets the war as the final holocaust of the Tory decline».
285
 In the tetralogy, «war 
is simply another expression of the character of society as a whole», and one of the 
qualities of Ford’s narrative is to show it both from a metaphorical and from a realistic 
point of view.
286
 One of the purposes of the novel was to show war as undesirable, because 
of its beastliness. World War I is seen by many historians as the threshold to the XX 
century, putting an end to the slow death of the XIX century,
287
 and the tetralogy can be 
read as «a lament for the world that expired», an elegy and a memorial for the horrors of 
the war and for the thousands of victims it caused.
288
 
The novels cover in fact all the chronological progress of the war: Some Do Not… 
depicts the world before the war, and some of its consequences; in No More Parades and A 
Man Could Stand Up – show the hopeless and inconsequential world of the base camp and 
the hell of the trenches; finally, The Last Post offers a kind of ironic reconstruction of the 
world after the war, with the mute and dying Mark Tietjens as its central figure.
289
 
The chapters dedicated to the war occupy the central portion of the tetralogy, and 
constitute the main destructive event of the protagonist’s life. Passing through the ordeal of 
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the war, Christopher, «the last English Tory»,
290
 acknowledges that his values have 
perished. The former representative of the English gentleman’s tradition, he is now an 
individual, embodying the fracture between the public and the private that involves all the 
post-war world.
291
 The spur that makes him enlist and join the Army in the first place is 
mainly duty, but his nation betrays him: «it is proper that one’s individual feelings should 
be sacrificed to a collective entity», he says, but then «that entity is […] betrayed from 
above».
292
 He feels disappointed and deceived by the ruling class who is responsible for 
the war, for whom «the game is more that the players of the game» (305), and who 
considers
 
 men only as pieces of «brown limbs» (291), «rags», «squashed crow[s]» 
(552).
293
 
During the war, propaganda is used by the government as a means of control of the 
public opinion. The falsification of reality, which is how both propaganda and gossip work, 
is also an organizing principle in Parade’s End, and the untruthful accusations against 
Christopher mirror the charges of inaccuracy and falseness that were moved against Ford 
himself.
294
 
War is depicted not so much in the battlefield or in action, but through powerful 
images and recurring themes, such as the death of 09 Morgan and the fear of Sylvia’s 
revenge. The physical injuries Christopher suffers serve only to emphasize his essential 
inner devastation; «the most tragic lesson of war», Ford considered, is «the anguish of 
worry within the individual consciousness» which destroys one’s morale.295 
But there is another side of war, for Christopher: this «process of the eternal waiting» 
(569) causes him to re-examine his values, it is also what ultimately allows him and 
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Valentine to come together. This effacement, symbolized by his shell-shock amnesia, is a 
complex process.
296
 Christopher’s balance between intellect and passion is already 
endangered by his domestic situation; the war is the final straw, which makes him change 
his mind about life. The «destructive element of the front» undermines the values of the 
«liberal humanist eighteenth century tradition». Christopher’s Tory values can be lived up 
to only in times of peace; war reveals them as dead and antiquate, inadequate for the 
modern world.
297
 
War and peace are two faces of the same coin, when landscape is concerned; in Some 
Do Not…, the English landscape is seen as domesticated and familiar through the use of 
dialectal names: 
 
This, Tietjens thought, is England! A man and a maid walk through Kentish grass-
fields: the grass ripe for the scythe. […] Each knew the names of birds that piped and 
grasses that bowed: chaffinch, greenfinch, yellow-ammer (not, my dear, hammer! 
ammer from the Middle High German for ‘finch’), garden warbler, Dartford warbler, 
pied-wagtail, known as “dishwasher”. (These charming local dialect names.) […] 
“God’s England!” Tietjens exclaimed to himself in high good humour. “Land of Hope 
and Glory! – F natural descending to tonic C major: chord of 6-4, suspension over 
dominant seventh to common chord of C major... All absolutely correct!” (105-6) 
 
In A Man Could Stand Up –, Christopher sarcastically builds a comparison between 
the «absolutely correct» Kentish fields and the «perfectly efficiently» built trenches, which 
he defines «admirable» (552). Thus, his Englishness, his Toryism are shown to be tainted 
by war; the world of the trenches is «far removed from the glossy, brittle newness of the 
“perfectly appointed” railway carriage» described in the incipit of Some Do Not…298 
Symbolically, in the last chapter dedicated to the time he passed in the trenches, he is 
buried alive, almost killed, by an explosion (643). The Last Post will show Christopher, 
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back in the world of the living, in his attempt at reconstructing them in a world whose 
paradigms are changed forever.
299
 
As a captain, Christopher feels responsible for his men (296), even those who more 
bother him: he considers his «military duty to bother himself about the mental 
equilibrium» of the insane Captain McKechnie, «[s]o he talked… any old talk, 
wearisomely, to keep his mind employed!», and is constantly worried about his sanity: 
 
He called the boy back again to ask him why Captain McKechnie had not signed the 
papers. The boy stuttered and stammered that Captain McKechnie was… He was… 
Tietjens muttered: ‘Good God!’ beneath his breath. He said: 
“The captain has had another nervous breakdown…” The orderly accepted the phrase 
with gratitude. That was it. A nervous breakdown. They say he had been very queer at 
mess. About divorce. Or the captain’s uncle. A barrow-night! Tietjens said: “Yes, 
yes.” He half rose in his chair and looked at Sylvia. She exclaimed painfully: 
“You can’t go. I insist that you can’t go.” He sank down again and muttered wearily 
that it was very worrying. (429) 
 
He comforts his wife’s ex-lover, Major Perowne, when the fear of death assails him: 
 
Providence seemed to have decreed a waiting just long enough to allow Tietjens to 
persuade the unhappy mortal called Perowne that death was not a very dreadful 
affair… He had enough intellectual authority to persuade the fellow with his glued-
down black hair that Death supplied His own anaesthetics. That was the argument. On 
the approach of Death all the faculties are so numbed that you feel neither pain nor 
apprehension… He could still hear the heavy, authoritative words that, on that 
occasion, he had used.  (569)
300
 
 
Christopher is also guilt-ridden for having involuntarily caused the death of 09 
Morgan, a soldier who was not allowed a leave to fight his wife’s presumed lover and 
ended up dying under a German strafe: 
 
If he, Tietjens, had given the fellow the leave he wanted he would be alive now!… 
Well, he was quite right not to have given the poor devil his leave. He was, anyhow, 
better where he was. […]If he had given the fellow leave the prize-fighter would have 
smashed him to bits. The police of Pontardulais had asked that he should not be let 
come home – because of the prize-fighter. So he was better dead. Or perhaps not. Is 
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death better than discovering that your wife is a whore and being done in by her cully? 
(309-10) 
 
 His bloody corpse is an image that repeatedly comes to haunt him, and Christopher 
starts to consider himself a «God-Tietjens» who has passed judgment on him: 
 
For a moment he seemed to see… he actually saw… 0 Nine Morgan’s eyes, looking at 
him with a sort of wonder, as they had looked when he had refused the fellow his 
leave… A sort of wonder! Without resentment, but with incredulity. As you might 
look at God, you being very small and ten feet or so below His throne when He 
pronounced some inscrutable judgment!… The Lord giveth home-leave, and the Lord 
refuseth… Probably not blessed, but queer, be the name of God-Tietjens! (356) 
 
He feels also guilty for his companion Aranjuez’s loss of an eye, as he tells 
Valentine: 
 
I was carrying a boy. Under rifle-fire. His eye got knocked out. If I had left him where 
he was his eye would not have been knocked out. I thought at the time that, he might 
have been drowned, but I ascertained afterwards that the water never rose high 
enough. So I am responsible for the loss of his eye. It’s a sort of monomania. You see, 
I am talking of it now. It recurs. Continuously. And to have to bear it in complete 
solitude… (659)301 
 
 
Men of all ranks are distressed by home worries, which are usually of sexual nature, 
and Christopher strives to preserve their sanity and protect their life; in the end, he is 
equally tormented by the linked forces that are the sexual cruelty of Sylvia and the 
inhumanity of war. This  desolation forces him to confront the fact that his mental compass 
is now useless, that Sylvia is ultimately a «whore» and her reputation is not worth being 
protected anymore («It’s not reasonable! It is an obsession», he says to himself, 495), and 
that he is free to love Valentine and to contemplate life with her.
302
 
We have already pointed out how Sylvia regards war in psycho-sexual terms, 
meaning that she sees no other reason for men to start a conflict than the desire «to rape 
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innumerable women». She defines war «a universal conspiracy», and labels it «an 
agapemone» (a rape) (397); she dismally considers that all war’s «horrors, these infinities 
of pain, this atrocious condition of the world had been brought about in order that men 
should indulge themselves in orgies of promiscuity» (438).
303
 
Considering the divide between civilians and soldiers, she stays irrevocably on the 
side of civilians, refusing to accept the different reality that war represents. She, for 
example, resents the «sheer insolence to have a gun in the garden of an hotel where people 
of quality might be sleeping or wishing to converse» (437), nor is capable to grasp how 
they could «have carry a wounded nurse under [Christopher’s] nose» when he was 
recovered in the base hospital, since he was an officer (169). Her destructive anger against 
her husband is caused mainly by the fact that «the war has stolen his attention from her».
304
 
Her objections to war are entirely based on mundane and personal grounds: she is simply 
not interested in the matter in and of itself. 
Sylvia’s objection to war (for it would be incorrect to call her attitude “pacifism”) is 
completely different from Valentine’s actual pacifism. Although Christopher says to his 
wife that the girl is «a pacifist like [her]» (164), and despite the superficial similarities of 
their anguishes,
305
 Valentine’s objection is more conscious and reasoned about. Influenced 
by his brother’s Communist friends «and with continual brooding over the morals of Mrs 
Duchemin», Valentine is actually afraid that she would find Christopher «loathsome», a 
«lust-filled devil», after his enlistment (233). She spends sleepless nights brooding over the 
«suffering», the «pain», the «torture» (234). In the trenches, the thought of her pacifism 
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challenges him when he reminds a subordinate of the punishment in which he will incur, if 
he violated the terms of a leave:  
 
He wondered what Valentine Wannop, hot pacifist, would think of him if she heard 
him. Yet it was his duty to talk like that: his human, not merely his military duty. As 
much his duty as that of a doctor to warn a man that if he drank of typhoid-
contaminated water he would get typhoid. But people are unreasonable. Valentine too 
was unreasonable. She would consider it brutal to speak to a man of the possibility of 
his being shot by a firing party. A groan burst from him. At the thought that there was 
no sense in bothering about what Valentine Wannop would or would not think of him. 
No sense. No sense. No sense… (337) 
 
In conclusion, war is important in itself in the novels’ narrative economy, being the 
pivotal moment that clearly divides the “before” from the “after”; but it has also an 
instrumental function for the development of Christopher’s character. Hopes and illusions 
are shattered in interminable battles, «endless monotony of efforts» (550); both officers 
and soldiers are subject to the same «eternal waiting», underlining the equalizing quality of 
death: 
 
There will be no man who survives of His Majesty’s Armed Forces that shall not 
remember those eternal hours when Time itself stayed still as the true image of bloody 
War!... (569) 
 
By the end of the conflict, though, Christopher, who felt with dread that he was 
acting like a God in No More Parades, becomes a Providential figure for the dying 
Perowne, a saviour for Aranjuez and is greeted as «Good old Tietjens! Good old Fat Man!» 
(673) by his rejoicing companions on Armistice Day (673). 
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5. Faith, Hope and the Failure of Religion 
Another important theme in the book is that of religion. It is a theme that interrelates 
closely to those we have already examined: religion is one of the threads that are woven in 
the complex tissue of hypocritical society; religious beliefs regulate and inhibit sexual 
behaviour; and, as we will see, war has a religious dimension, too. 
In Parade’s End, religion does not seem to be a solution to, or a way out from, the 
crisis the main character faces. In the four novels, there are two religious figures that in one 
way or the other fail to represent the divine authority or to offer the spiritual support 
expected from them. One of them, Father Consett, appears initially to be the only person 
who can control, or at least restrain, Sylvia’s destructiveness. He is described as a priest 
«with an enormous mouth, high cheek bones, untidy black hair, a broad face that never 
looked too clean and waving hands that always looked too dirty». 
Accustomed to hard work in the slums of Liverpool, he «never kept still for a 
moment»; he is cheerful, and talks with «a brogue such as is seldom heard outside old-
fashioned English novels of Irish life» (23). He is an old family friend of the 
Satterthwaites’, and is seen playing bridge («his only passion») and enjoying «tea and 
cream» with Sylvia’s mother (24, 42). He is not afraid to speak his mind either to Mrs 
Satterthwaite, whom he blames for Sylvia’s wickedness («It’s no doubt from you she gets 
it, for your husband was a good man», 26), or to Sylvia herself, whose appearance he 
compares to Beato Angelico’s Our Lady Of Humility, reproaching her a moment later for 
the «evil thoughts» she has about her husband (28-9). His Catholicism is constantly 
emphasized: in his speeches he repeatedly mentions the saints and the devil, and he 
considers «a great handicap» the fact that priests are not allowed to have a direct 
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experience of marriage.
306
 He compares Sylvia to «Astarte Siriaca, […] a very powerful 
devil», and threatens to exorcise her: 
 
“Sylvia Tietjens”, he said, “in my pistol pocket I’ve a little bottle of holy water which 
I carry for such occasions. What if I was to throw two drops of it over you and cry: 
Exorciso te Ashtaroth in nomine?...” (41) 
 
Despite their different confessions, he is very similar to Christopher and understands 
his difficulties, hoping that «that young man would take what advantage – it’s all there is! 
– that he can of being a Protestant and divorce Sylvia» (26). Similarly, Christopher has a 
high opinion of him: when he agrees to let Sylvia raise their child in the Roman Catholic 
confession, he requires that Father Consett should be his teacher. «He was the best man I 
ever met and one of the most intelligent», he declares, and to have him near the child 
would be «a great comfort» to him. Unfortunately, as Sylvia informs him, he was hanged 
as an Irish spy (177). 
Father Consett returns in the form of a ghost in Sylvia’s thoughts when she is waiting 
for Christopher in a hotel room in Rouen: «Father Consett was very much in her mind, for 
she was very much in the midst of the British military authorities who had hanged him» 
(413). The woman fantasises talking to his spirit, and makes a deal with him, which seems 
almost a childish vow: 
 
“Blessed and martyred father, I know that you loved Christopher and wish to save him 
from trouble. I will make this pact with you. Since I have been in this room I have 
kept my eyes in the boat – almost in my lap. I will agree to leave off torturing 
Christopher and I will go into retreat in a convent of Ursuline Dames Nobles – for I 
can’t stand the nuns of that other convent—for the rest of my life . . . And I know that 
will please you, too, for you were always anxious for the good of my soul…” She was 
going to do that if when she raised her eyes and really looked round the room she saw 
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in it one man that looked presentable. She did not ask that he should more than look 
presentable, for she wanted nothing to do with the creature. He was to be a sign: not a 
prey! (414) 
 
She sits in the room waiting for «[h]er ghostly friend» to give her a sign, until she 
believes to have a hallucination of him «leaning over Tietjens’ shoulder», and she decides 
to «never let him go» (418). 
After his death, Father Consett is defined «a saint and a martyr» (415). 
The second most important religious figure Parade’s End presents is more grotesque 
and mundane. Husband of Edith Ethel, the Reverend “Breakfast” Duchemin (called thus by 
the customary Saturday breakfast meetings he hosts
307
) is a friend of the late John Ruskin 
and of the Pre-Raphaelites. Afflicted by a scatological mania, he embarrasses his guests 
and his wife, and can only be restrained with physical violence. He first appears in the 
story as a voice, «dreaded, high, rasping tones» exclaiming: «Post coitum triste! Ha! Ha!» 
(93). He is extremely beautiful, as Macmaster reflects: «it was extraordinary that anyone so 
ecstatically handsome as Mrs Duchemin’s husband should not have earned high 
preferment in a Church always hungry for male beauty». He is tall, with an «alabaster» 
face and «quick, penetrating, austere» eyes; he has «great wealth, scholarship and 
tradition» (95), but all the virtues that would have granted others a high position in the 
Church are made redundant by his madness. His mental illness is suggested, with a typical 
Fordian ellipsis, when he mistakes Macmaster for a physician and refers to Christopher as 
«[a]nother medical man» – because «[i]t takes, of course, two medical men to certify…». 
His sexual obsession is also further enlightened when he defines sole fillets as 
«inducements to the filthy lusts» and asks Macmaster if he is «[a] little of a hedonist» 
(96).His ravings can only be stopped by Parry, an ex-prize-fighter who is presently his 
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attendant. Answering Macmaster’s curiosity about the model of a Rossetti’s painting, he 
starts to rave about chastity and threatens to reveal particulars of his marriage («I, too, after 
my nuptials…»), mortifying his wife. The ex-prize-fighter intervenes, punching him in the 
kidney. 
 
He began to wave his arms, pausing and looking from unlistening face to unlistening 
face. Mrs Duchemin had just screamed. 
Mr Duchemin thought that the arrow of God struck him. He imagined himself an 
unworthy messenger. In such pain as he had never conceived of he fell into his chair 
and sat huddled up, a darkness covering his eyes. (100) 
 
His madness increases to the point of physically hurting his wife: «[s]he was not only 
temporarily disfigured, but she suffered serious internal injuries and, of course, great 
mental disturbance», he is confined in a sanatorium and died some time later, leaving his 
widow free to marry her long-time lover, Macmaster (191). The catholic priest and the 
protestant minister are, each in their own ways, made inadequate in their offices by their 
physical absence or their mental unstableness. 
Let us now examine the way lay characters are affected by their religious beliefs. In 
The Spirit of the People, the third part of his exploration of England and the English, Ford 
contemplates the difference between Catholicism and Protestantism: 
 
we may say that Catholicism, which is a religion of action and of frames of mind, is a 
religion that men can live up to. Protestantism no man can live up to, since it is a 
religion of ideals and of reason.
308
 
 
The Puritan revolution has originated «that divorce of principle from life which, 
carried as far as it has been carried in England, has earned for the English the title of a 
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nation of hypocrites»;
309
 both Christopher and the deceitful humanity that surrounds him 
can be seen as a by-product of this dissociation. Christopher’s inner laceration derives from 
the fact that he aspires to an unattainable perfection. His own goal is to achieve «Anglican 
sainthood» (an attitude that exasperates Sylvia
310
), which he defines «the quality of 
harmony […]. The quality of being in harmony with your own soul. God having given you 
your own soul you are then in harmony with heaven» (496); and «his private ambition had 
always been for saintliness: to touch pitch and not be defiled» (187). His ambition is 
frustrated, impeded as he is both by his own pride and class consciousness and by the 
events that occur; the war makes him closer than he will ever be to actual omnipotence, 
laying on him the burden of deciding whether his men will live or die. He ultimately gives 
up being a Christ-like figure, or rather – because the emulation of Christ is mostly an 
accusation that is moved to him by his enemies – he acknowledges that he may never find 
that inner harmony which was his primary goal, and tries to be satisfied with leading a 
rural and simple life.
311
 
Another model Christopher looks up to, more attainable than Christ but nonetheless 
outdated, is the seventeenth-century poet, scholar and priest George Herbert (1593-1633), 
who lived and studied at Cambridge before spending his last years in the country 
parsonage of Bemerton, near Salisbury. Author of metaphysical poetry and of religious 
hymns, in his last years he led a simple life in the country. He put his directions to the 
country parson in one of his last works, A Priest to the Temple, which depicts an image of 
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country tranquillity and spiritual fulfilment.
312
 The image of Bemerton recurs like an 
hallucination in the trenches, where Christopher imagines himself 
 
walking near Salisbury in a grove, regarding long pastures and ploughlands running to 
dark, high elms from which, embowered… Embowered was the word! – peeped the 
spire of George Herbert’s church… One ought to be a seventeenth-century parson at 
the time of the renaissance of Anglican saintliness… who wrote, perhaps poems. No, 
not poems. Prose. The statelier vehicle! (497) 
 
The England Christopher knows, admires and upholds is the rural and pastoral one, 
and Bemerton symbolizes for him «[t]he cradle of the race as far as our race was worth 
thinking about». (567).
313
 His Tory paternalism and his Herbert-modelled mysticism are 
two faces of his belief system; in the trenches, he is nonetheless forced to admit that the 
time in which such beliefs could be advocated and followed is gone: 
  
What had become of the seventeenth century? And Herbert and Donne and Crashaw 
and Vaughan, the Silurist?… Sweet day so cool, so calm, so bright, the bridal of the 
earth and sky! […] 
But what chance had quiet fields, Anglican sainthood, accuracy of thought, heavy-
leaved, timbered hedgerows, slowly creeping plough-lands moving up the slopes?... 
Still, the land remains… 
The land remains… It remains!… At that same moment the dawn was wetly 
revealing; over there in George Herbert’s parish… (565-6) 
 
Christopher’s renunciation to Groby is indeed symbolic of his farewell to the old 
order.
314
 In The Last Post, having dismissed this vision of saintliness, Christopher transfers 
it to his unborn son: 
 
He proposed, if they ever made any money, to buy a living for him – if possible near 
Salisbury… What was the name of the place?… a pretty name… Buy a living where 
George Herbert had been parson… […] That was what Chrissie was to be like… She 
was to imagine herself sitting with her cheek on Chrissie’s floss-silk head, looking 
into the fire and seeing in the coals, Chrissie, walking under elms beside ploughlands. 
Elle ne demandait, really, pas mieux! (814) 
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However, there is serious doubt on Valentine’s side that «the time had come for 
another Herbert of Bemerton», even if «Christopher thought it had: he was always right; 
always right. But previous» (815). It is an unlikely eventuality, because such kind of rural 
life had been impracticable even before the war; if so, the hope it arouses in Christopher is 
just another nostalgic illusion.
315
 
As for the link between religion and sex, according to MacShane, they «complement 
and complicate the themes of the opening section» of Some Do Not…, especially those 
concerning the relationship between Christopher and Sylvia.
316
 Their different creeds are 
both a practical obstacle (being a Roman Catholic makes divorce impossible for Sylvia) 
and allude to a more symbolical contrast; the Protestant family of the Tietjens came to 
England following a foreign invader, and Catholics were expropriated of their properties 
by them. This is the reason why Groby is said to be a cursed manor, and why, in The Last 
Post, the curse is believed to be lifted when Sylvia and her son, both Roman Catholics, lay 
claim to Groby.
317
 
The comparison between Christopher’s and Sylvia’s attitude towards religious 
matters is particularly fruitful: if Christopher has interiorized the religious drive towards 
perfection and utter moral rectitude, for Sylvia religion is only a matter of exteriority. She 
«never really understood what religion means», and she looks at it with «a childish sense 
of retribution». She uses it as another tool to torment his husband, threatening to raise their 
child as a Roman Catholic, knowing that his family is historically Protestant and that he 
would see a Roman Catholic education as a corruption.
318
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Lastly, the war has his own religious symbolism: for example, the recurrence of the 
reference to candles in No More Parades and A Man Could Stand Up –, in the form of 
actual candles (ineffective bearers of feeble light) and the bomb with the same name: 
 
Inside the shrapnel shell was an iron bar with a flattened, broad nose. When the shell 
burst in the air this iron object fell to the ground and, since it came often from a great 
height, its fall was dangerous. The men called these candlesticks, which they much 
resembled. (304) 
 
In the third volume, Christopher dreams (or hallucinates) of the Germans mining the 
ground in front of his trench, and the phrase «Bringt dem Hauptmann eine Kerze… Bring 
the Major a candle» is repeated in his mind, to increase his anguish.
319
 
In conclusion, we can confirm how religion as a fixed system of rituals and beliefs 
has as much little relevance in the life of the characters as it had in Ford’s; to belong to a 
specific confession is more a matter of tradition, attitude and social identity than of faith, 
and religion does not offer comforts to the men in the trenches (the only vision of God 
Christopher has is, in fact, of him as the «great English Landowner»
320
). 
 
 
 
6. England, Toryism and the Relevance of Pastoral 
In the previous chapters, we have tried to contextualize Christopher’s Toryism in a 
broader sense; we shall now analyse more accurately what his Toryism implies in the 
novels’ scheme of values, and how it is a crucial part of his system of beliefs. 
Although no univocal parallel can be drawn, Christopher’s political ideals are very 
similar to Ford’s, and his attempt to reconstruct his life in a time of crisis mirrors the 
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author’s. On the other hand, Ford did not want his readers to identify Christopher’s 
opinions and inner debate with his own; the personality of the fictional character (stolid, 
laconic, fond of factual evidence, and dismissing of  his century’s literature) is actually 
very different from his creator’s.321 
Christopher’s Toryism is of a peculiar kind. His not being a man of his times is 
pointed out by critics who outline his «highly specific» brand of Toryism, a position 
similar to Ford’s own. Ford admired the feudal system, which he saw as «a matter of small 
communities each under an arbitrary but responsible head»; this position revealed him as, 
admittedly, «a sentimental Tory».
322
 He also considered the real Toryism as an equivalent 
to Socialism, a paradox understandable only in the light of the Tory Radical thought; 
Radicalism and Toryism had in common the preservation of values such as «the 
importance of land, the values of antiquity, the need for artisanship and crafts, and the 
maintenance of small-holding and self-sufficiency». But Ford, unlike the most ardent 
Radical Tories, understood that this «feudal idyll» was not feasible in the twentieth-century 
society, and labelled his own Toryism as «sentimental» and «old-fashioned». Though 
Christopher must not be considered Ford’s spokesperson, it is evident that he shares his 
creator’s political and ethical beliefs.323 
The concept of Toryism and the nature of tradition are put into question. Toryism is 
both seen as the old-fashioned relic of the old world and the repository of a «utopian 
fantasy»; Christopher’s world view is so deeply moulded into the aristocratic landowner’s 
cast that, in a famous passage, he sees God himself as «a great English landowner» Christ 
as «an almost too benevolent Land-Steward, son of the Owner», and the Holy Ghost as 
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«the spirit of the estate» (365-6). His particular kind of political view is antiquated 
(Christopher admits that he has «no politics that did not disappear in the eighteenth 
century» (489)), and can be connected «to a recognizable medievalist tradition, which 
romanticised the Middle Ages», thus connecting Toryism and feudalism.
324
 The unrealistic 
quality of his dreams and their unattainability are clearly revealed in the «shattered 
ideology» and the «quietist despair» of The Last Post (which is labelled by some critic, 
somewhat lightly, as a «pastoral idyll»).
325
 
Toryism and Englishness are strictly linked, as the Tories are seen as «the only true 
Englishmen».
326
 The Toryism of Christopher and Mark Tietjens is in turn linked to their 
social position as sons of the elder Tietjens and owners of Groby. The Yorkshire manor 
symbolizes order and tradition, which are both threatened by the fact that Christopher’s son 
may not be his.
327
 We have to remark that neither Christopher nor Mark live in the 
countryside, but in London, «the vociferous south», while the two of them, being 
Yorkshiremen, are silent, «expressionless», «laconic»; moreover, from Mark’s point of 
view, Christopher is «[n]ot a true Tietjens», because his mother was «from the South 
Riding», and because «he [is] said to be brilliant: an un-Tietjens-like quality» (202-3). 
The complexity of Christopher’s political views is coherent with the novels’ 
avoidance of over-simplification: for example, the juxtaposition of his Toryism with 
Macmaster’s Whiggism does not presume that the latter is more open-minded and modern 
than the former. On the other hand, the supposedly conservative and retrograde 
Christopher surpasses his friend in honesty and decency.
328
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In the four novels, following a well-established convention, England is seen mainly 
as a landscape
329
 and evoked in pastoral and bucolical terms.
330
 In this way, Christopher’s 
parable in Parade’s End is coherent with Peter Conrad’s analysis of pastoral («a landscape 
of insulation» entrenched in English «psychological insularity») as the main expressive 
means of Englishness; the «renunciation» and the «wearied defeat» that Conrad sees as the 
main «characteristic gesture of English literature» are well portrayed in The Last Post’s 
elegiac and dejected mourning for the loss of ideals.
331
 
Christopher is not a nationalist in the strict sense, but he is interested in the issue of 
English nationalism, and is representative of a certain kind of Englishness: 
 
It has been remarked that the peculiarly English habit of self-suppression in matters of 
the emotion puts the Englishman at a great disadvantage in moments of unusual 
stresses. In the smaller matters of the general run of life he will be impeccable and not 
to be moved; but in sudden confrontations of anything but physical dangers he is apt—
he is, indeed, almost certain—to go to pieces very badly. This, at least, was the view 
of Christopher Tietjens. (178) 
 
He feels connected to «God’s England», the «Land of Hope and Glory» (106) of 
Some Do Not…, which is evoked constantly in pastoral terms: 
 
I love every inch of its fields and every plant in the hedgerows: comfrey, mullein, 
paigles, long red purples, that liberal shepherds give a grosser name… and all the rest 
of the rubbish […] we have always been boodlers and robbers and reivers and pirates 
and cattle thieves, and so we’ve built up the great tradition that we love… But, for the 
moment, it’s painful. Our present crowd is not more corrupt than Walpole’s. But one’s 
too near them. One sees of Walpole that he consolidated the nation by building up the 
National Debt: one doesn’t see his methods… My son, or his son, will only see the 
glory of the boodle we make out of this show. Or rather out of the next. He won’t 
know about the methods. They’ll teach him at school that across the counties went the 
sound of bugles that his father knew… Though that was another discreditable affair… 
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«A man and a maid walk through Kentish grass-fields» (105): this is what 
Christopher thinks England is. This man and this maid, on their little, rustic, horse-driven 
cart, are symbolically hit and hurt by modernity in the shape of General Campion’s car at 
the end of the first part of Some Do Not…: 
 
Not ten yards ahead Tietjens saw a tea-tray, the underneath of a black-lacquered tea-
tray, gliding towards them: mathematically straight, just rising from the mist. He 
shouted: mad: the blood in his head. His shout was drowned by the scream of the 
horse: he had swung it to the left. The cart turned up: the horse emerged from the mist: 
head and shoulders: pawing. A stone sea-horse from the fountain of Versailles! 
Exactly like that! Hanging in air for an eternity: the girl looking at it, leaning slightly 
forward. 
The horse didn’t come over backwards: he had loosened the reins. It wasn’t there any 
more. The damnedest thing that could happen! He had known it would happen. He 
said: 
‘We’re all right now!’ There was a crash and scraping: like twenty tea-trays: a 
prolonged sound. They must be scraping along the mudguard of the invisible car. 
(139) 
 
The England Christopher remembers in the trenches, the England he is there to live 
and die for, is always the rural and pastoral one, as we have already pointed out in the 
previous chapter of this dissertation. The end of the war leads to Christopher’s withdrawal 
from public life, because «if a ruling class loses the capacity to rule – or the desire! – it 
should abdicate from its privileges and get under-ground» (818). His renunciation to his 
ideals marks the definitive collapse of his belief in the feudal system.
332
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Part 2. Tom Stoppard’s Parade’s End: A Meaningful Contribution to 
Ford’s Masterpiece 
 
Parade’s End is considered one of Ford’s finest achievements, but the popularity of 
the tetralogy has been progressively waning. The BBC/HBO adaptation of 2012 has helped 
reviving the interest in this work, especially since its quality is considerable. Director 
Susanna White and writer Tom Stoppard have been universally praised for their efforts;
333
 
Stoppard in particular was admired for successfully facing the challenge of adapting such a 
complex narrative.
334
 His screenplay has been defined «meticulous, occasionally 
magnificent»,
335
 finally resulting in «a compelling, thematically rich and fiercely 
intelligent drama, as frequently moving as it was unexpectedly comedic».
336
 Critics praised 
also the cast of the miniseries: Benedict Cumberbatch’s portrayal of Christopher Tietjens 
was acclaimed,
337
 and his performance was defined «faultless and often achingly 
moving».
338
 With the «rare gift to convey thought behind Tietjens’ taciturn exterior», he 
delivers «the assuredness and fear of an “eighteenth-century man” born two hundred years 
too late».
339
 Rebecca Hall, who played Sylvia Tietjens, has been defined «brilliantly and 
scathingly sarcastic»,
340
 «delightful, […] wicked and hateful and magnetic», with the 
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privilege of having «most of the best lines» of the work.
341
 Critics found her «more 
sympathetic than her book counterpart»,
342
 and «portrayed with «a bravura performance» 
by the actress.
343
 The achievement of Adelaide Clemens, in the role of Valentine Wannop, 
is mainly to have brought an «easy, modern humor» to an otherwise serious and uptight 
ensemble.
344
 The supporting characters have been admired as well: some of them are 
«fabulous» and «excellent viewing», such as Rufus Sewell in his  portrayal of the «mad, 
filthy, sweary cleric, Rev Duchemin», and Roger Allam, who plays the «baffled» General 
Campion.
345
 
Re-writing and reinterpretation are issues that have been largely discussed in the last 
decades, especially since the development of cinema and television has turned more and 
more literary masterpieces into sources of cinematic adaptations.
346
 In particular, the 
format of the miniseries has emerged in Britain in the Fifties, characteristically bringing 
novels to the screen;
347
 this adaptation of Parade’s End, however, «aims to be more than a 
faintly intellectual delivery device for romance».
348
 Composed of five episode of one hour 
each, it faces the challenge of turning a non-linear book into a chronologically arranged 
script.
349
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Stoppard’s «unashamedly literary» adaptation350 is for the most part faithful to the 
style and the spirit of the novels. Despite being renowned for his unmistakable style, 
Stoppard included «the novel's sharpest dialogue with little alteration»,
351
 and his additions 
«evoke the spirit and cadence of the source material».
352
 The main diversion from the 
novels can be identified in the exclusion from the screenplay of The Last Post, which was 
not however omitted in its entirety: the author used some particulars and some events of 
the fourth novel to «thr[o]w light on the first three». Examples of this method can be found 
in the depiction of Sylvia confined to bed with cancer and of Groby tree’s cutting, when 
she is «arranged […] like a Pre-Raphaelite vision in a last attempt to re-seduce him, which 
fails partly because of his anger over the tree».
353
 
The process of chronological reorganization automatically brings the necessity to 
manipulate or add dialogues and scenes, in order to fill the gaps between scenes that in the 
novels were distant or unrelated; moreover, there was the cinematographic necessity to 
give the main characters a minimum amount of screen time per episode, and to dramatize 
the novel’s interior monologues;354 in the next paragraph, we will examine Stoppard’s 
«ingenious solutions»
355
 to these problems. Whenever it was possible, though, the 
adaptation’s style mirrors the novel’s: for example, the ellipsis and the hesitations in the 
dialogue between Christopher, home on his leave, and Valentine, are kept, and so is 
Christopher’s and Macmaster’s last speech.356 All things considered, changes «are never 
gratuitous, and always respond to something genuine in the writing»;
357
 and, while some 
critics lamented the loss of the «animating spirit» of Parade’s End «which is Ford’s 
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prose»,
358
 others remarked that a hypothetical more faithful version would have been 
largely unfilmable.
359
 
Stoppard admittedly was inspired by books and essays other than Parade’s End; he 
openly acknowledged his debt to Juliet Nicholson’s The Perfect Summer, from which he 
borrowed the blue crayon that Sylvia uses to emphasise a vein on her temple, or the 
different tickets tied to teabags, each referring to a different quality of tea.
360
 Other 
additional references to the Edwardian era are the “Watermen” who, at Groby, bring 
upstairs a large cauldron to fill Sylvia’s bathtub361 and Valentine witnessing the slashing of 
Velásquez’s “The Rokeby Venus” in the National Gallery, in 1914.362 The painting recurs 
when Valentine unconsciously arranges the cushions on her sofa while waiting for 
Christopher: she sees herself naked and in the same pose as the portrayed Venus, «both 
sexualizing her politics and politicizing her sexuality».
363
 Valentine also surprises her 
young pupils reading the scandalous book about married sexual life, Married Love, by 
Marie Stopes, which was published in 1918.
364
 Another model the screenplay mentions to 
evoke the image of a London threatened by German bombings is Christopher Nevinson’s 
Among London Searchlights (1916).
365
 
Other additions include a Shakespearian reference in a dialogue between Valentine 
and Christopher: the Romeo and Juliet quotation is both a suggestion that they will fall in 
love and an homage to Ford’s autobiography It Was the Nightingale.366 
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Sylvia’s and Christopher’s relationship follows the novels’ storyline quite closely, 
but a few important additions are introduced. For example, we are shown Christopher and 
Sylvia’s first sex encounter in the train, which is only half-mentioned in the  novels,367 and 
they kiss each other in the hotel in France, in «an extraordinary moment of frustration, 
hysteria, terror […], confusion, and farce». The screenplay actually never refers to 
Christopher kissing Sylvia except on her hair, but he is only meant to “grasp” and “hold” 
her. Critics have argued that «[t]he scene may have been changed to emphasize the power 
she still has over Tietjens: as if, paradoxically, he needs to be seen to succumb for a 
moment to make his resistance to her the more heroic».
368
 
More passing references mention the suffragette Evelyn Pankhurst,
369
 the poet 
Rupert Brook,
370
 and a white jazz band playing Dixieland music.
371
 
Based on the first chapters of Some Do Not…, the first episode in the film covers the 
events that occur from Christopher’s and Sylvia’s wedding to the cart’s collision with 
Campion’s car. The events are rearranged in chronological order, with the episode actually 
starting the night before the wedding, offering thus some backstory whereas the novel 
started in medias res. The first pages of the screenplay are important to establish some 
fundamental points that are anticipated or clarified, such as the fact that the wedding is 
forced, the foreshadowing that Christopher will fall in love with another woman, his 
celebration of monogamy and chastity and the definition of what “parade” means to him.372 
The second episode, also approximately based on the first part of Some Do Not…, 
opens with Christopher’s mother’s funeral and closes with his resignation from the Office 
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of Statistics, which includes a dialogue with his superior which closes with a memorable 
addition: «Don’t you want to be a man of influence?» «No, I’d rather be cannon 
fodder».
373
 
Covering the second part of Some Do Not…, the third episode is focused on how the 
war has changed the life of Londoners, while the fourth episode, which covers the entirety 
of No More Parades, counts among its original additions the story of Bobbie, Sylvia’s 
friend, which is absent in the books.
374
 
Some of the developments contained in the last episode, based approximately on A 
Man Could Stand Up –, are borrowed from The Last Post; nonetheless, the fifth episode 
shows the most significant deviation from the novels, removing the bitter parts of the 
fourth book so that Christopher and Valentine’s affair may have a happy ending.375 
As we have already mentioned, the screenplay differs from the novels in several 
aspects: the most evident change regards the fact that Stoppard arranges the events 
chronologically as much as possible. Another relevant difference concerns the way Fordian 
ellipses and reticence are treated: the speeches of characters are made more explicit, and 
some events that were only hinted at are considerably expanded and evidenced. In the first 
episode, we can point out a few Fordian ellipses that were expanded and clarified: such is 
the case of Reverend Duchemin mistaking Christopher and Macmaster for doctors («It 
takes two doctors, of course, to certify a lunatic…»).376 Other deviations from the novels 
occur for reasons of clarity: Stoppard wanted to remain faithful to the text by making Mr 
Tietjens say that «the motor plough didn’t answer», because it was «precise to the old-
school ways of the character», but the broadcasters insisted for a compromise («the motor 
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plough didn’t serve»), afraid that the audience would not understand the use of “answer” in 
that case.
377
 Every episode carries further the tendency to explicit what was only hinted at 
in the novels: it is particularly evident especially regarding Sylvia. In the second episode, 
scenes are added that include her nudity, her retreat in a convent, and her suffering from 
her husband’s absence at New Year’s Eve.378 She shamelessly shows up at Christopher’s 
mother’s funeral with a hobble skirt, the latest fashion of the day, thus, as an outraged 
onlooker points out, «stealing the show from her mother-in-law».
379
 Her relationship with 
Christopher is explored: her loathing for him is evident in the bathroom scene, where she 
stands naked in from of him and he is pathetically unable to look at her;
380
 but it is also 
stressed how she struggles to win his admiration, as when she buys him a picture and is 
hurt at his husband’s initial suggestion that she should keep it in her room.381 
The sexual explicitness regards also some of the last scenes devoted to the Reverend 
Duchemin, who reacts confusedly when his interlocutor refers to an “organ”, 382  and 
provides a somewhat distasteful moment of comic relief when, in a fanatical rant, he rips 
out his wife’s corset.383 In the script, Christopher does not explicitly kiss Sylvia in the 
hotel.
384
 Christopher and Valentine share a love scene with him kissing her bosom at the 
very end of the screenplay, foreshadowed earlier in Valentine’s dreams.385 
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The screenplay adds some scenes to show how officers on leave make unabashed 
sexual advances on unaccompanied women,
386
 or how food is rationed during the war.
387
 
The same scenes, involving respectively Sylvia and Valentine, are juxtaposed and 
highlight the difference between the two women: as the former easily manages to turn the 
situation at her advantage and wickedly fools the ingenuous officers, the latter is made the 
object of a cruel joke involving sausages by the butcher and his clients, and walks away 
distressfully. The implication that Valentine is Christopher’s mistress, a gossip that the girl 
is blind to, is also brought up by a venomous Edith Ethel, who reproaches her husband for 
making a toast to the “mistresses” (Valentine has just been appointed «games mistress» at 
a Girl’s Public School).388 
Other episodes that the screenplay shows openly are Reverend Duchemin’s suicide 
and Father Consett shooting the incriminating photographs that will eventually lead him to 
be sentenced to death;
389
 original additions that help highlighting how much Valentine 
cares about Christopher include the heart-broken girl believing for a long moment that 
Christopher has been shot, when the news actually regarded his father’s death.390  
The screenplay differs from the novels also because of comic relief. We have already 
mentioned Reverend Duchemin involuntary comicality; but the main source of comic relief 
is the clueless, bovine General Campion.
391
 
Characters and their personalities suffer generally from little change: Christopher is 
as self-effacing and chivalric as he is in the novels, with perhaps a little more humanity; in 
fact, while in the novels he considers Sylvia almost only a wronged woman, and is ready to 
forgive whatever she does because she is his wife, in the screenplay he seems to see her as 
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an individual, recognizing that «there is something glorious about her».
392
 He is 
characterised as a loving father by soothing his child after a nightmare (a scene that 
substitutes the episode of Michael’s illness, recollected by Sylvia in No More Parades).393 
His admiration for the past is conveyed through sentences such as: «The world ended long 
ago, in the eighteenth century»;
394
 he also expresses his contempt for modern music.
395
 
Later, in the last episode, feudalism is explicitly mentioned by Christopher as his political 
system of choice (while, rather oddly, the image of God as an English landowner is 
suggested by Sylvia to her mother).
396
 
Sylvia is characterized mainly by sensuality, malignity and Catholicism. The first 
characteristic is evident considering that she appears in almost every explicit sex scene in 
the screenplay;
397
 they are usually very brief flashbacks, but their presence contrasts with 
the novels’ reticence. Secondly, Sylvia’s malignity is first conveyed when, the day of the 
wedding, she hints to her mother and Father Consett that she has spent the night before 
with Gerald Drake.
398
 Finally, her Roman Catholicism is first evoked with an emphasis on 
her St Anthony medallion,
399
 and then with Mark Tietjens calling her «a papist bitch».
400
 
“Papists” are also linked to Groby’s curse, which is mentioned in a dialogue between 
Christopher and his father («Dutch William took Groby from the papists. God chose sides 
then»).
401
 For all her unpleasantness, Sylvia is also shown as a strong and self-possessed 
character through an episode which works as a flashback in No More Parades: mad with 
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jealousy, her lover Potty Perowne threatens to shoot her if she leaves him, but she faces the 
man, holding a revolver, with contempt and indifference.
402
 
The unconventionality of the mini-series has been pointed out, as well as the 
difficulties it poses to the viewer.
403
 Its defects have been identified in the slow pacing of 
action and in some over-explicit symbolism (such as the recurrence of Sylvia’s broken 
mirror),
404
 and it has been ultimately judged «more admirable than lovable», as 
Christopher Tietjens is.
405
 We nonetheless feel that a thorough evaluation of the mini-
series is impossible to conduct without considering its source material, since the presence 
of problematic passages and of semantic difficulties are often due to the necessity to 
condense and convey the spirit of the novels in a different medium. Establishing the 
characters was clearly one of Stoppard’s priorities, as the screenplay focuses on the 
representation and the development of the various relationships between them, achieved 
through effective and clever dialogue; the atmosphere, the political issues and the social 
behaviour of the time are conveyed through meaningful and precise particulars; history 
stays in the background, not as a mere contextualizing device, but more as a detailed and 
sharp backdrop for the characters to stand out. 
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